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P R I M EM I N I S T E R
FOREWORD

The Royal Government has prioritized ICT with the vision to create an ICT-enabled knowledgebased society. Apart fiom building adequate infrastrucfure and ensuring a healthy regulatory
environment, MoIC, as the responsible Mrrustry, needs specializedICT professionalsto serve the
government and the people of Bhutan to achieve the national ICT vision. The Department of
Information Technology and Telecom is, therefore, given the mandate to organize, train, and
manage the ICT professionals in the government system as a skilled team to provide the frrll range
of ICT servicesto the Government.
The "e-Government System" initiative is therefore a lVholeof Gouernmentst^tegy to create and
strengthen the Governance and Institutional set-up required to meet the growing demands placed
on the ICT Sectot and to streamline the Government's ICT planning and responses to the
evolving needs.The Government's ICT team wi-ll serve as a holistjc support mechanism to enable
all Ministries and Government agenciesto achievetheir goals by using ICT as an enabling tool.
The singular objective of the e-Government Systemis to enable the Royal Government to leverage
ICT to deliver high qualiry sen'ices to the people. The Government's interpretation of the eGovernment System is therefore the "professionalization of ICT HR and management practices
supported bv a dynamic e-Governance structure encompassing all the strategic tiers of the
Government."To this effect, the government will be issuing the necessaryinstruments to create the
various Comrnittees necessafyto operationalise the governance structure and the processes.As
explained in the following pages, the system is not aimed at cenftahzing and concenrrating power
within one patticular Ministry but rather to bring a whole of government perspective to ICT policy
formulation, planning and implementation.
MoIC has developed the e-Government System after exhaustive and multiple consultations and
round table discussions with all stakeholders, including ICT personnel, professionals in the civil
service, heads of PPDs and HRDs, heads of agencies, the Royal Civil Service Commission, the
Gross National Happiness commission, and the committee of Secretad.es.
I am confident that, with the new system in place, Bhutan's iourney from Governance to eGovernance will be smooth and unhindered. I encourageall Ministries and Government Agencies
to work in close cooperation to achievethe Royal Gorreinment's ICT vision and goals.
Thshr Delek!
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APPROACH
The approach to this e-Government System manual has been to produce a user-friendly, easy
to understand document, which must be reviewed and updated regularly to prevent its contents
from becoming obsolete.
With this in mind, the e-Government System manual is published in a loose-leaf form to allow
for regular revision of individual sections to be made without the need to re-print the entire
manual. Every ICT professionals within the government and relevant stakeholders would be
issued with a copy of this manual.

REVIEW PROCEDURES
Responsibility for Review
The ICT Management Division and Programme Management Office (PMO) of the Department
of Information Technology and Telecom (DITT) is primarily responsible for carrying out reviews
of this manual, and for publishing and distributing any resulting revisions and additions. Review
procedures will begin when:







ICT Human Resource Management processes need changes to reflect changes in
Bhutan Civil Service Rules and Regulations (BCSR)
New ICT management processes are developed
Positions titles or job roles need to be added or removed
Job competencies need to be added or removed
When there are changes to the e-Government structure and processes
The government issues or passes any circulars or acts that would require changes in the
manual.

Review Process
The following process will be followed whenever a review of this manual is required:




The ICT Management Division and the PMO will collect all relevant information,
including the specific document triggering the review, and any feedback received from
the users of the manual
Whenever the Division and PMO feels a revision is necessary, a draft of the relevant
sections(s) will be produced, following consultation with all concerned.
The draft revision will be approved at the DITT in consultation with relevant chiefs from
Ministry of Information and Communications (MoIC).

Publication and Distribution of Revisions
The finalized revision will be published by DITT and distributed to all ICT professionals and
relevant stakeholders.
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Register of Revisions
The Register of Revisions will contain the following information for each revision issued:






Revision date
Section revised (reference to Part and Section number)
Page numbers withdrawn
Page numbers added
Remarks

This register must be maintained by the ICT Management Division and PMO of DITT. Copies of
this register must be distributed along with revised pages after completion of each review
process.
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Register of Revisions
Revision
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Part

Pages
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Section
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INTRODUCTION
Good governance is a key pillar of GNH and it is desirous that effective, accountable and
transparent administrative process within the government is further enhanced through the use of
ICT.

The Royal Government of Bhutan (RGoB) recognises the value that ICT can bring towards the
achievement of Gross National Happiness. The MoIC in collaboration with the Government
Ministries, Autonomous Agencies, Corporations and Non-Government Organisations developed
the eGov Masterplan, which is the first of its kind. It was a holistic approach to e-Gov planning
guided by the development philosophy of Gross National Happiness (GNH).
The e-Gov Masterplan sought to drive social and economic development through ICT in the 11th
Five-Year Plan (11FYP) based on a coherent and holistic approach to ICT planning and
strategies. To ensure its effective implementation, it was felt necessary to institutionalize an eGov Governance including setting up of eGov Program Management Office (PMO) within DITT,
MoIC. This is critical to the achievement of the ICT vision and prudent management of ICT
investments. eGov PMO is key agent to drive effective governance.

This eGov Governance strategic document will guide and provide necessary tool for PMO and
various committees established under the Governance framework to successfully implement the
eGov Masterplan, which was approved by the Cabinet in March 2013.
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GOVERNANCE OBJECTIVE
The main objective of governance is to realize benefits at an optimal resources/cost while
minimizing risks.
Good governance:
i)

Ensures that government objectives are achieved by evaluating stakeholders’ needs.

ii) Set direction through prioritization and decision making.

iii) Monitors performance, compliance and progress against the agreed target and goals.
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PRINCIPLES OF GOOD GOVERNANCE
i)

Responsibility
Individuals and groups within the government

understand and accept

their

responsibilities in respect of both supply of, and demand for ICT.
ii) Strategy
The strategy takes into account the current and future capabilities of ICT. The e-Gov
Masterplan satisfies the current, future and ongoing needs.
iii) Acquisition
ICT acquisition are made for valid reasons, on the basis of appropriate and ongoing
analysis, with clear and transparent decision making, with appropriate balance between
benefits, opportunities, costs and risk, in both the short and the long term.
iv) Performance
ICT is fit for purpose in supporting the government, providing the services, levels of
service and service quality required to meet current and future need.
v) Conformance
ICT complies with all mandatory legislation and regulations. Policies and practices are
clearly defined, implemented and enforced.
vi) Human Behaviour
ICT Policies, standards, practices and decisions demonstrate respect for human
behaviour including the current and evolving needs of all the people in the process.

Note: These principles are based on ISO/IEC 38500
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GOALS OF e-GOVERNMENT
The vision is to build an ICT-enabled, knowledge based society as a foundation for Gross
National Happiness. All programs under the e-Gov Masterplan are to achieve one or more of
the following goals.
A) GOOD GOVERNANCE
The four goals that are identified to achieve this desired outcome are:
i)

Transparency and Accountability
To promote transparency of government administration by encapsulating the processes
and business rules within the ICT systems.
To enforce accountability of government entities by clearly identifying the owners of
these processes and business rules.

ii) Effectiveness and Efficiency
To achieve cost effective and efficient decision-making by automating the business
operations and sharing/consolidation of ICT resources within the Government.
iii) Citizen and Business Centricity
To improve the provision/outreach of government services to the citizens and the
businesses, and make it more convenient for them to do business with the Government.
iv) Citizen Participation and Engagement
To provide a powerful platform to better engage and draw citizens’ participation through
online forum or social media.
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B) INFORMATION SOCIETY
i)

A Learning Society
To inculcate the mindset of "learning to learn" by using ICT as an interactive medium to
promote learning.

ii) Equal and Easy Access to Information
To allow population from diverse segments (i.e. young or old, able or disabled) to have
access to the same information by using ICT as an equitable platform.
iii) A Nation that Embraces the ICT Lifestyle
To promote Bhutanese to embrace ICT as part of their lifestyle, be it the way they work,
live or play.
iv) Preservation and Promotion of Evolving Culture
To preserve and promote the Bhutanese culture and traditions by capturing the evolution
of culture and traditions in a digital form.
v) Enhanced Environmental Consciousness
To conserve the environment by reducing carbon footprint (e.g. through reduced
travelling and paper usage) as a result of using ICT.
To create environmental awareness to support disaster management (e.g. pre-warning
and post-disaster management).
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C) ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
i)

ICT Industry Development
To grow Bhutanese capabilities based on selected niche technologies and business
drivers.

ii) ICT Manpower Development
To groom Bhutanese ICT manpower and enterprises by leveraging industry
partnerships.
iii) ICT Adoption and Demand Generation
To generate demand and accelerate adoption of ICT.
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SCOPE OF ICT GOVERNANCE
The e-Government governance is not just an ICT issue or only an interest of ICT function. In its
broader sense, it is a part of the overall governance of the government but with a specific focus
on improving the management and control of ICT for the benefit of primary stakeholders.
Ultimately, it is the responsibility of the top management to ensure that ICT along with other
critical activities is adequately governed.
The ICT governance spans the culture, organization, policy and practices that provide for ICT
management and control across the following five key areas:
i)

Governance Framework setting and maintenance
Provide for strategic direction and alignment of ICT and other government entities with
respect to ICT services and projects.

ii) Benefits Delivery
Confirm that the ICT function is designed to drive maximum values from ICT.

iii) Risk Optimization
Ascertain that processes are in place to ensure that risks have been adequately
managed and reduced.

iv) Resource Optimization
Provide high level direction for sourcing and use of ICT resources which include ICT
manpower, infrastructure etc.

v) Performance Management
Review the measurement of ICT performance and contribution of ICT to the public and
government.
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ENABLERS
Enablers are factors that, individually and collectively, will enable the governance framework to
work effectively and efficiently to achieve the desired outcomes.
The following enablers will be covered in this governance framework.
A) Processes:
The processes describe an organized set of practices and activities to achieve certain
objective and produce a set of output in support of achieving overall e-Gov Masterplan

B) Policies and Principles:
The vehicle to translate the desired behavior into practical guidance for day to day
management.

C) Organizational Structure:
The key decision making entities in managing the e-Gov Masterplan initiatives.

.
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GOVERNANCE PROCESSES
The processes describe an organized set of practices and activities to achieve the overall e-Gov
Masterplan.
i)

Effective maintenance of governance framework
This is to analyze and articulate the requirements for the governance of ICT, and put in
place and maintain effective enabling structures, principles and practices, with clarity of
responsibilities and authority to achieve the government’s mission, goals and objectives.
This is done by evaluating the design of the e-Government governance of ICT, directing
and monitoring the governance system.
To evaluate, the following activities will be carried out:
a. Analyze and identify the internal and external environmental factors and trends
that may influence the governance design.
b. Determine the significance of ICT and its role with respect to the government.
c. Articulate the principles that will guide the decision making of ICT.
To direct, the following activities will be carried out:
a. Communicate governance of ICT principles.
b. Establish the establishment of governance structures, processes and practices in
line with agreed upon design principles.
c. Direct compliance to relevant guidelines and ensure that consequences of noncompliance are known and enforced.
To monitor, the following activities will be carried out:
a. Periodically assess whether agreed governance of ICT mechanisms (structures,
principles, processes, etc) is established and operating effectively.
b. Assess the effectiveness of governance design and identified actions to rectify
any deviations found.
c. Provide oversight of the effectiveness of, and compliance with, the government’s
system of control.
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d. Monitor regular and routine mechanism for ensuring that the use of ICT complies
with relevant obligations (regulatory, legislation, common law, contractual),
standards and guidelines.
ii) Benefit Delivery
This is to maximize the benefits to the government from the government processes, ICT
services and ICT assets at an acceptable cost.
This is done by evaluating, directing and monitoring benefits delivery.
To evaluate, the following activities will be carried out:
a. Understand stakeholder’s requirement; strategic ICT issues, such as dependence on
ICT; and technology insights and capabilities, regarding the actual and potential
significance of ICT for the government’s strategy.
b. Understand what constitute value (benefits) for the government and consider how
well it is communicated, understood and applied throughout the government’s
processes.
c. Evaluate how well the government and ICT strategies had been integrated and
aligned with the government and the government’s goals for delivery benefits.
To direct, the following activities will be carried out:
a. Direct management to consider potential innovative uses of ICT that enable the
government to respond to new opportunities and challenges.
b. Direct and communicate government level benefit delivery goals and outcome
measures to enable effective monitoring.
To monitor, the following activities will be carried out:
a. Collect relevant, timely, complete, credible, and accurate data to report on progress
in delivering benefit against targets.
b. Obtain regular and relevant program and ICT (technological and functional)
performance reports and review the government’s progress towards identified goals,
and the extent to which planned objectives have been achieved, deliverables
obtained, performance target met and risk mitigated.
c. Upon review of reports, take appropriate management actions as required to ensure
that benefit is maximized.
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iii) Risk optimization
This is to ensure that the government’s risk tolerance is understood, articulated and
communicated, and risks to benefit related to the use of ICT are identified and managed.
This is done by evaluating, directing and monitoring ICT risk management.
To evaluate, the following activities must be carried out:
a. Determine the extent of alignment of ICT risk strategy to the government risk
strategy.
b. Determine that ICT use is subject to appropriate risk assessment and evaluation.
c. Evaluate risk management activities to ensure alignment with the government’s
capacity for ICT related loss and government’s tolerance of it.
To direct, the following activities will be carried out:
a. Promote an ICT risk aware culture and proactively identify ICT risk, opportunity
and potential operational impacts.
b. Direct the integration of ICT risk strategy with the government strategy, risk
decision and operation.
c. Direct the development of risk communication plans (covering all levels of the
government) as well as risk action plan.
To monitor, the following activities will be carried out:
a. Monitor the extent of which the risk profile is managed within the risk tolerance.
b. Enable review by the key stakeholders of the government’s progress toward
identified goals.
c. Report any risk management issues to the e-Gov Council or e-Gov Executive
Committee.
iv) Resource Optimization
This is to ensure that adequate and sufficient ICT related capabilities (people, process
and technology) are available to support government objectives at optimal cost.
This is done by evaluating ICT resourcing strategies directing and monitoring resource
management.
To evaluate, the following activities will be carried out:
11

a. Examine and making judgment on current and future strategy and options for
providing ICT resources and developing capabilities to meet current needs and
future needs (including sourcing options).
b. Review and approve the resource plan and government architecture strategies
for delivering benefit and mitigating risk with the allocated resources.
c. Understand requirements for aligning resource management with governments
financial and human resource planning.
d. Define principles for the management in control of the government architecture.
To direct, the following activities will be carried out:
a. Communicate and drive the adoption of the resource management strategies,
principles, and agreed upon resource plan and government architecture
strategies.
b. Establish principles related to safe guarding resources.
c. Align resource management with government financial and human resources
planning.
To monitor, the following activities will be carried out:
a. Monitor the allocation and optimization of resources in accordance with
government objectives and priorities using agreed upon goals.
b. Monitor ICT sourcing strategies, government architecture strategies, ICT
resources and capabilities to ensure that current and future needs of the
government can be met.
c. Monitor resource performance against targets, analyze the cost of deviations,
and initiate remedial action to address the underlying causes.
v) ICT Performance Measurement
This is to ensure the ICT performance and conformance measurement and reporting are
transparent, with stakeholders approving the goals and the necessary remedial actions.
This is done by evaluating stakeholder reporting requirements, directing stakeholder
communication and reporting, and monitoring stakeholder communications.
To evaluate, the following activities must be carried out:
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a. Examine and make a judgment on the current and future mandatory reporting
requirements relating to the use of ICT within the government (regulation,
legislation, common law, contractual), including extent and frequency.
b. Examine and make a judgment on the current and future reporting requirements
for other stakeholders relating to the use of ICT.
c. Maintain principles for communication with external and internal stakeholders,
including communication formats and communication channel, and for
stakeholder acceptance and sign-off of reporting.
To direct, the following activities will be carried out:
a. Direct the establishment of the communication strategy for external and internal
stakeholders.
b. Direct the implementation of mechanisms to ensure that information needs all
criteria for mandatory reporting requirements for ICT.
c. Establish mechanisms for validation and approval of mandatory reporting.
d. Establish reporting escalation mechanisms.
To monitor, the following activities will be carried out:
a. Periodically assess the effectiveness of the mechanisms for ensuring the
accuracy and reliability of mandatory reporting.
b. Periodically assess the effectiveness of communication with external and internal
stakeholders.
c. Determine whether the requirements of different stakeholders are met.
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GOVERNANCE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
A) Principles of Governance Structure
One of the critical success factors to the successful implementation of any e-Gov
Masterplan, policies is in having an effective governance structure guided by the following
principles:

Principle 1
To ensure clear visibility and accountability at all levels of the governance structure to derive
synergies in driving ICT initiatives.
Principle 2
To expand the terms of reference and establish the frequency of meetings of each
committee.
Principle 3
To establish necessary forums and set clear roles, responsibilities and guidelines.
Principle 4
To identify and involve the right parties - Government ministries in the governance structure
and to provide platforms to discuss and make decisions to drive ICT initiatives that ultimately
bring benefits to the Government as a whole.
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B) GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE
a. This Governance Structure is designed to govern and manage the following enablers
for effective implementation of the e-Gov Masterplan approved by the Cabinet in
March, 2013.
i)

e-Gov Masterplan

ii) e-Gov Policies
iii) ICT Standards/Best Practices
iv) ICT Project Proposals
v) ICT Tender Specification & Evaluation Report

e-Gov Governance Structure
Cabinet
Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson
Secretary, MoIC and Director, DITT/MoIC

Chairperson
Secretary, Cabinet Secretariat
Members
Secretaries of Ministries (10)
Heads of Autonomous
Agencies:
GNHC, NLCS, NEC,RAA, ACC

Private Sector
ICT Advisory
Panel
Chairperson and Co-Chairperson
Director, DITT/MoIC
Members
Senior Executive Reps from
MoLHR, Private Sector, BICTTA,
NGO, Academia (10)
Secretariat
e-Government PMO, DITT, MoIC

e-Government
Council

e-Government
Executive
Committee

Members
1. Directors from DNB, RCSC, GNHC
2. Chief PPD, MoIC
3. Selected ICT Initiative Owners
4. Chief PPD/MoIC, Division Chief, DITT
(Application & Infrastructure)
Secretariat
e-Government Programme Management Office
(PMO), DITT/MoIC
Chairperson
Director, DITT/MoIC

e-Government
Review
Committee

Members
1. PMCD Chief, GNHC
2. Division Chiefs & rep from e-GIF
team, DITT/MoIC
3. Rep from DNB
2. Selected Chief ICT Officers from
agencies
Secretariat
e-Government PMO, DITT/MoIC
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b. Terms of References
1. Cabinet
i)

Provide overall strategic guidance in line with the national goals.

ii) Approve the e-Gov Masterplan
iii) Champion e-Gov initiatives within and outside the country.
iv) Resolve high level issues.
v) Review and approve policies referred to by the e-Gov Council.
2. The e-Government Council
i)

Accountable to the Cabinet for the successful implementation of the e-Gov
Masterplan.

ii) Approve new and changes to ICT policies and where necessary refer policies to the
Cabinet for decision.
iii) Resolve issues for effective implementation of e-Gov initiatives and escalate the
unresolved issues to the Cabinet for their decision.
iv) Drive organisational transformation for the Government as a whole through
harnessing full potential of e-Government
v) Monitor the progress of e-Gov programmes and initiatives.
Chairperson
Secretary, Cabinet Secretariat
Coordination and Support
e-Gov Programme Management Office (PMO), DITT/MoIC
Members
Secretaries of Ministries (10)
Heads of Autonomous Agencies: GNHC, NLCS, NEC, RAA, ACC
Frequency of Meeting
Quarterly
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3. The e-Government Executive Committee
i)

Conceptualize and ensure successful implementation of the e-Gov Masterplan.

ii) Endorse new or changes to ICT policies for approval by the e-Gov Council.
iii) Approve new or changes to ICT standards for the effective implementation of e-Gov
Masterplan. (Note: If the change in the ICT standards affects the existing
policies/regulations, then the changes to the affected policies/regulations must be
first approved by the relevant authorities).
iv) Manage the progress of e-Gov programmes and initiatives.
v) Resolve issues relating to e-Gov and refer unresolved issues to the e-Gov Council.
vi) Provide guidance for effective and cost-efficient ICT deployment in the Government
vii) Review and endorse all ministries’ ICT development project proposals referred to by
the e-Gov Review Committee.
viii) Review and approve all Ministries Five Year ICT Projects referred to by the e-Gov
Review Committee
ix) Evaluate and approve agencies’ exception requests for non-compliance with
established service-wide ICT policies and standards (including security standards).
x) Oversee implementation of the Telecom & Broadband Policy
Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson
Secretary MoIC and Director DITT/MoIC

Coordination and Support
e-Gov PMO, DITT/MoIC
Members
1. Director, DNB
2. Director, RCSC
3. Director, GNHC
4. Chief PPD/MoIC
5. Relevant Division Chiefs, DITT/MoIC
6. Selected ICT Initiative Owners*
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Notes:
*The e-Gov PMO will review the composition of the e-Gov Executive Committee on an
annual basis. The e-Gov PMO will invite ICT Initiative Owners (Business or ICT Heads) from
ministries and agencies to be members of the committee based on the commencement and
completion year of the respective initiatives.
Frequency of Meeting
Once in two months initially, quarterly in steady state
4. The e-Government Review Committee
i)

Review and endorse ICT policies and changes.

ii) Review and endorse the government-wide ICT standards.
iii) Review and recommend the adoption of ICT best practices.
iv) Review and endorse all Ministries’ ICT project proposals and where necessary refer
to the e-Gov Executive committee.
v) Review and endorse all Ministries Five Year ICT Projects at the beginning of the FYP
discussion.
vi) Review and endorse all ministries’ ICT tender specifications and tender evaluation
reports for projects.
vii) Oversee and monitor the progress of ICT Projects implementation

Chairperson
Director DITT/MoIC
Coordination and Support
e-Gov PMO, DITT/MoIC
Members
1. PMCD Chief, GNHC
2. Rep from DNB, MoF
3. Applications Division Chief, DITT/MoIC
4. Infrastructure Division Chief, DITT/MoIC
5. eGIF Team, DITT/MoIC* (2)
6. Selected Chief ICT Officers** (up to 6)
7. Rep from PPD, MoIC
18

Notes:
System owners are responsible and accountable for their own projects.
*The e-Gov PMO will review the composition of the e-Gov Review Committee prior to each
meeting. The e-Gov PMO will roster two e-GIF team members and five Chief ICT Officers
from ministries and agencies on a rotational basis.
Frequency of Meeting
Monthly and where necessary, meeting can be arranged in last week of first week of the
month.

5. The Private Sector ICT Advisory Panel
i)

To solicit feedback and discuss draft versions of ICT policies and other Public Sector
infocomm-related operational and implementation matters

ii) To solicit feedback and advice on areas where e-Government can be improved for
socio-economic development.
iii) To establish industry linkages between the academia and the industry to better churn
out skilled manpower required by the industry.
Chairperson
Director DITT/MoIC
Coordination and Support
e-Gov PMO, DITT/MoIC
Members
Senior executive representatives from the MoLHR, Private Sector, BICTTA, NGOs and
Academia (10), Promotion Division, DITT/MoIC
Frequency of Meeting
Half-Yearly
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C. PROCESSES
i)

ICT Project Proposal Review Process
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Process Description
Steps

Step Name

1

Submit Proposal

2

Submit to e-Gov
Review Committee

Start
Date

Responsible
Party

Detailed Process Description

Control &
Templates

Project Owner

Project owners will submit ICT proposal to
PMO a week before Review Committee
Meeting.

ICT Project
proposal template

PMO

PMO will collect the proposals. PMO along
with e-Gif team will confirm it complies with
e-Gif standards. Then PMO will submit to
the e-Gov Review Committee.

Checklist for ICT
proposal

Based on the recommendation of the e-gif
and PMO, the committee will decide on the
endorsement of the proposal.

3

Review proposal
complies with ICT
standards &
Policies

e-Gov Review
Committee

If the proposal is endorsed, the committee
decides if it is necessary to be referred to
the e-Gov Executive Committee. Otherwise
it is sent back to PMO. PMO will
communicate the proposal endorsement to
project owners.

Checklist for ICT
proposal

If not endorsed, the proposal is sent back to
project owner to amend and resubmit.

4

5

Include in the
agenda of e-Gov
executive
committee

Amend & Submit
Proposal

PMO

If e-Gov review committee feels necessary
to refer the proposal to e-Gov executive
committee, the committee will send it to
PMO to include it in the agenda of e-Gov
executive committee.
If e-Gov review committee requested
amendment, the project owner will submit
to PMO and PMO will resubmit to e-Gov
review committee for review.

Project Owner
If e-Gov executive committee requested the
amendment, PMO will submit the
amendment to the e-Gov executive
committee for review.
The committee will review and endorse
proposals referred to by the e-Gov Review
Committee.

6

Review Proposal

e-Gov Executive
Committee

If the proposal is endorsed, the committee
sends it back to PMO. PMO will
communicate the proposal endorsement to
project owners.
If not, the proposal is sent back to project
owner to amend and resubmit.
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ii)

ICT Tender Specification Review Process
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Process Description
Steps

Step Name

Start
Date

Responsible
Party

Detailed Process Description

1

Submit tender
specification

Project Owner

Project owner will submit tender
specifications to PMO 1 week before the eGov review committee meeting

2

Include in the
agenda of e-Gov
Review Committee

PMO

PMO will include the review of tender
specifications in the agenda of e-Gov
review committee meeting.

Control &
Templates

e-GIF tender
Compliance
Checklist

PMO along with e-Gif team checks
compliance to e-Gif standards and present
their findings to e-Gov review committee.
3

Review Specification

e-Gov Review
Committee

The PMO++ team will present their findings
to the committee.

e-GIF tender
Compliance
Checklist

Based on it, the decision to endorse or not
will be taken.
4

Amend & Submit
Tender Specification

Project Owner

If the specification is not endorsed, project
owners are required to amend and
resubmit.

5

Issue Letter of
Endorsement

PMO

If the specification is endorsed, PMO will
issue letter of endorsement to the project
owner.
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iii)

ICT Tender Evaluation Review Process
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Process Description
Steps

Step Name

Start
Date

Responsible
Party

Detailed Process Description

1

Submit tender
evaluation report

Project Owner

Project owner will submit tender evaluation
report to PMO 1 week before the e-Gov
review committee meeting

2

Include in the
agenda of e-Gov
Review Committee

PMO

PMO will include the reviewing of evaluation
report to e-Gov Review Committee meeting

3

Review report

e-Gov Review
Committee

The committee will review the evaluation
report.

4

Amend & Submit
tender evaluation
report

Project Owner

If the evaluation report is not endorsed,
project owners are required to amend and
resubmit.

5

Issue letter of
endorsement

PMO

If the evaluation report is endorsed, PMO will
issue letter of endorsement to the project
owner.

Control &
Templates
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iv)

ICT Paper Review Process
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Process Description
Steps

Step Name

Start
Date

Responsible
Party

Detailed Process Description

1

Submit

Paper owner

Paper owners will submit new/updated ICT
papers to PMO

2

Include in the
agenda

PMO

PMO will put this up as agenda of the e-Gov
Review Committee meeting

3

Receive & Review

e-Gov Review
Committee

The committee will review the new/updated ICT
papers only if it is for Government wide
compliance.

Control &
Templates

If the paper needs some amendment, it is sent
back to paper owner to amend and resubmit.
4

Endorse & Submit

e-Gov Review
Committee

If it is for Government wide compliance, the
committee will review the paper and endorse
and submit to e-Gov executive committee.

5

Review

e-Gov Executive
committee

The committee reviews the paper received via
PMO.
If the paper needs amendment, it is sent back
to paper owners to amend and resubmit.

6

Approve

7

Endorse & Submit

8

Review

e-Gov Executive
committee

The committee approves the paper, if the paper
is for standards.
If it is a policy paper, the committee will
endorse and submit to the e-Gov council for
approval.

e-Gov council

The committee will review the paper received
via PMO.
If the paper needs amendment, it is sent back
to paper owners to amend and resubmit.

9

Approve

e-Gov council

The committee, after reviewing finds no need
for amendments, approves the paper.
The paper is referred to the Cabinet for
approval if it is necessary.

10

Approve

Cabinet

The cabinet will approve all the papers referred
to by the e-Gov council.

11

Amend & Submit

Paper Owner

If the Cabinet feels the paper still needs
amendment, it is sent back to the paper owner
for amendment.
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v)

Annual ICT Work Plan Review Process
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Process Description
Steps

Step Name

1

Compile

2

Analyze &
Recommend

3

Review

4

Review

Start
Date
1st week
Nov

Responsible Party

Detailed Process Description

PMO

PMO will compile all ICT annual work
plan submitted by ICT Mgmt. Division
as per their AWP process

1st week
Dec

PMO++ (rep. from App.
Div., e-GIF, Infra. Div.,
Promo. Div., & ICT
Mgmt. Div)

1st week
Jan

e-Gov Review
Committee

PMO ++ team will sit together to
analyze the work plans. They will
review projects for redundancies and
HR requirements. As per their
findings, PMO++ team will put up their
recommendation of course of actions
to e-Gov Review Committee
The committee will review the
compiled work plans and as per
PMO++ team’s recommendations will
endorse the work plan.
The committee where necessary will
refer the plans to the e-Gov executive
committee.
Those plans that are not endorsed are
sent back to PMO. The PMO will
communicate this to ICT Mgmt. Div.
The ICT Mgmt. Div. will follow their
Annual work plan process hereafter
and submit the re-drafted work plan for
review.
The committee will review the plans
referred by the e-Gov review
committee for endorsement.

e-Gov Executive
Committee

5

Resolve Issue

e-Gov Council

6.

Re-compile

PMO

Control&
Templates
Standard AWP
Template

In cases where there are unresolved
issues, the committee will refer it to
the e-Gov Council.
Those plans that are not endorsed are
sent back to PMO. The PMO will
communicate this to ICT Mgmt. Div.
The ICT Mgmt. Div. will follow their
Annual work plan process hereafter
and submit the re-drafted work plan for
review.
The committee will resolve issues for
effective implementation of e-Gov
projects.
The unresolved issues will be
escalated to the Cabinet for decision.
PMO will send the workplan to
respective agencies with feedbacks.
Then PMO will re-compile the
workplan. If the workplan changes as
requested by the review committee,
the workplan will be submitted to the
review committee otherwise it will be
submitted to the executive committee
for review.
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vi)

Five-Year Plan Review Process
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Process Description
Steps

Step Name

Start
Date
May (4h
Fin. year)

Responsible
Party
PMO

PMO++ (rep.
from App. Div.,
e-GIF, Infra.
Div., Promo.
Div., & ICT
Mgmt. Div)
e-Gov Review
Committee

1

Compile

2

Analyze &
Recommend

May

3

Review

3rd week
June

Detailed Process Description

Control&
Templates

PMO will compile all 5 year plan submitted by
ICT Mgmt. Division as per their 5 year
Planning process
PMO ++ team will sit together to analyze the
plans. They will review projects for
redundancies and HR requirements. As per
their findings, PMO++ team will put up their
recommendation of course of actions to e-Gov
Review Committee
The committee will review the compiled plans
and as per PMO++ team‘s recommendations
will endorse the plan.
The committee where necessary will refer the
plans to the e-Gov executive committee.

4

Review

e-Gov
Executive
Committee

Those plans that are not endorsed are sent
back to PMO. The PMO will communicate this
to ICT Mgmt. Div. The ICT Mgmt. Div. will
follow their Five Year planning process
hereafter and submit the re-drafted work plan
for review.
The committee will review the plans referred
by the e-Gov review committee for
endorsement.
On cases where there are unresolvable
issues, the committee will refer it to the e-Gov
Council.

5

6

Review

Re-compile

e-Gov Council

PMO

Those plans that are not endorsed are sent
back to PMO. The PMO will communicate this
to ICT Mgmt. Div. The ICT Mgmt. Div. will
follow their Five Year planning process
hereafter and submit the re-drafted plan for
review.
The plans referred by the e-Gov Executive
committee will be reviewed and endorsed.
Those plans not endorsed are sent back to
PMO. The PMO will communicate this to ICT
Mgmt. Div. The ICT Mgmt. Div. will follow their
Five Year planning process hereafter and
submit the re-drafted plan for review.
PMO will send the 5 year plan to respective
agencies with feedbacks. Then PMO will recompile the plan. If the plan changes as
requested by the review committee, the
workplan will be submitted to review
committee otherwise it will be submitted to the
executive committee/e-gov council for review.
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ANNEX
ANNEX A: E-GOVERNMENT IMPLEMENTATION ROADMAP
Initiatives/Projects

20132014

20142015

20152016

20162017

20172018

Estd. Source Lead
Capital
of
Agenc
Budget funding y
(Nu in
mn)

Collaborating
Agencies

Outcome1: ICT for Good Governance
Networked Government
P1. National Broadband Network
(lastmile)
P2. Government Intranet (TWAN)
P3. Bhutan CIRT

190
25

DITT/
MoIC
DITT/
MoIC
DITT/
MoIC

Telcos
All govt.
agencies
All govt.
agencies

ICT Policy and Legal Framework
DITT/
MoIC
DITT/
MoIC
DoIM/
MoIC

All govt.
agencies
All govt.
agencies
All govt.
agencies

DITT/
MoIC
DITT/
MoIC

All govt.
agencies
All govt.
agencies

1
1
1
1
1

MoE
MoH
TCB
MoF
MoAF

DITT/MoIC
DITT/MoIC
DITT/MoIC
DITT/MoIC
DITT/MoIC

42

DITT/
MoIC

All govt.
agencies

50

DITT/
MoIC
DITT/
MoIC
DITT/
MoIC
DITT/
MoIC

P4. e-Government Policy

2

P5. Implement Telecom &
Broadband Policy

20

P6. Amend ICM Act

1

ICT Capability Development
P7. Parenting of ICT Professionals
P8. Development of Leadership
and Non-ICT Professionals
ICT for Sectorial Transformation
P9. ICT Masterplans:
a. Education
b. Health
c. Tourism
d. Finance
e. Agriculture & Forestry
Whole-of-Government Shared Services
P10. e-GIF

267
1000

P11. Common Data Hubs:
a. People
b. Land
c. Business
d. Vehicle

MoHCA
NLC
MoEA
RSTA

P12. Common Systems:
a. Govt.email

DITT/
MoIC

All govt.
agencies

b. e-procurement

MoF

DITT/MoIC

NLC

DITT/MoIC

DITT/
MoIC

All govt.
agencies

RMA

DITT/MoIC

c. National Spatial Data
121

Infra
d. eAuthentication
e. National ePayment
Gateway
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P13. Government Data Centre

120

DITT/
MoIC

All govt.
agencies

DITT/
MoIC

All govt.
agencies

MoEA

DITT/MoIC

MoEA

RMA,
Financial
institutions,
DITT/MoIC

MoF

DITT/MoIC

MoF

DITT/MoIC

Electronic Services
P14. G2C Services

100

P15. G2B Services
Ministry or Agency Specific ICT Initiatives
P16. Natl. e-Commerce
Framework
P17. Financial system:
a. Public Financial Mgt. Sys

25.5

b. Online Tax filing sys

460

c. Info sys on State Owned
Enterprises

25

MoF

DITT/MoIC

26.95

MoF

DITT/MoIC

44

MoF

DITT/MoIC,
GNHC

12.15

MoH

DITT/MoIC

4.35

MoH

DITT/MoIC

35

MoH

DITT/MoIC

9

MoH

DITT/MoIC

d. Govt Inventory Sys
e. Improvement of existing
MYRB, PEM, PLAMS
P18. Health Systems:
a. e-Medical Records
b. Web-based Health Mgmt
Info Sys
c. Telemedicine
d. Web-based Bhutan Medical
Supplies Mgmt System

ADB

P19. Civil Registration System:
a. Devp. Automated
Fingerprint Info Sys.
b. Feasibility study on devp.
Of Bi-lingual BCRS application

22

3

DCRC
/MoHC
A
DCRC
/MoHC
A

DITT/MoIC

DITT/MoIC

P20. Labor System:
a. Labornet
b. Enhancement of Online Job
Portal
c. Bhutan Labor Market Info.
Sys
P21. GIS Digitised Road Network
Map & Human Settlement Map

0.8
0.95
1.95
2

MoLH
R
MoLH
R
MoLH
R
MoWH
S

DITT/MoIC
DITT/MoIC
DITT/MoIC
DITT/MoIC

P22.Intelligent Transport System

15

RSTA

DITT/MoIC

P23. Corruption Compliant Mgmt
System

0.5

ACC

DITT/MoIC

525

BBSC

DITT/MoIC

24.7

RAA

DITT/MoIC

Royal
Court
of
Justice

DITT/MoIC

MoE

DITT/MoIC

P24. Terrestrial Network
P25. Audit Information Mgmt
System
P26. e-Filing Sys for Judiciary
Outcome2: ICT for Bhutanese Information Society
Education as Foundation
P1. ICT Masterplan for Education

4.1
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P2. DrukREN

100

P3. ICT Manpower Council

DITT/
MoIC

RUB, MoH,
MoE, ISPs

DITT

RUB, MoLHR,
Pvt. Sector

DITT/
MoIC

DLG, Bhutan
Postal Co

DITT/
MoIC
DITT/
MoIC

All govt.
agencies

Enhance Service Access Channel
P4. Community Centre &
Subsidies

237

P5. Mobile Services

50

P6. ICT awareness & Adoption

20

Promotion of Culture
MoHC
A

DITT, DoIM

DoIM/
MoIC

DITT/MoIC

DDC

DITT/MoIC

DITT/
MoIC

NEC,
Thromde

P1. National e-Payment Gateway

RMA

GNHC,
DITT/MoIC

P2. E-Commerce Framework and
Portal

MoEA,
BICTT
A

DITT/MoIC,
RMA

TCB

DITT/MoIC

TCB

DITT/MoIC

TCB

DITT/MoIC

MoIC

MoF, MoEA

BICTT
A

MoIC, DHI

MoIC

MoLHR, RUB

MoLH
R

MoIC

P7. National Digital Archive

39.7

P8. Support the Creative Industry

543.55

P9. Enabling ICTs in Dzongkha
Reduce e-Waste
P10. Implement e-Waste
Regulation
Outcome3: ICT as a Key Enabler for Sustainable Economic Development
ICT Adoption in Financial Sector

20

ICT Adoption in Tourism Sector
P3. Hotel Monitoring System
P4. Natl. Recreational Visit Permit
Processing Sys
P5. Enhanced Tourism Web
Portal
ICT Industry Development
P6. Incentives and Grants

0.69

P7.Strengthen the Bhutan ICT and
Training Association
P8. Develop Bhutan Tech Village

250

P9. ICT Manpower

SDC(
partia
l)

National ICT Infrastructure and Services
P10.Intl Telecom Gateway via
Bangladesh.

20

P11. Emergency Communication
Network

30

P12. BBS Terrestrial Network

525

Total

ISP/Te
lecos
DDM/
BBSC
L
BBSC
L

DITT/MoIC
DITT/MoIC
DITT/MoIC

4073.59
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ANNEX B: PROGRAMS & GOALS M ATRIX
SL.
No

Programmes

Lead
Agency

Estd
Budget
(Nu in
mn)

G1

G2

G3

G4





G-P2

National Broadband
Network (lastmile)
Government Intranet
(TWAN)

G-P3

Bhutan CIRT

DITT

G-P4

e-Government Policy

DITT









G-P5

Implement Telecom &
Broadband Policy

DITT









DITT



















G-P1

G-P6

G-P8

Amend ICM Act
Parenting of ICT
Professionals
Development of
Leadership and NonICT Professionals

G-P9

ICT Masterplan:

G-P7

DITT
DITT



DITT

Education

MoE









B

Health

MoH









C

Tourism

TCB









D

Finance

MoF









E

Agriculture & Forestry

MoAF









G-P10

e-GIF

DITT





G-P11

Common Data Hubs:
People

MoHC
A



A








B

Land











C

Business

D

Vehicle

G-P12

Common systems:

A

Govt.email

DITT M
oIC





B

e-procurement

MoF







C

National Spatial Data
Infrastructure

NLCS





















DITT

G-P13
G-P14

G2C Services

DITT

G-P15

MoEA

G-P16

G2B Services
National e-Commerce
Framework

G-P17

Financial systems:

E

I4

I5

E1

E2

E3



MoE
A
RSTA
/MoIC

eAuthentication
National ePayment
Gateway
Government Data
Centre

I3



A

D

I2



DITT

NLC

I1






RMA



DITT




MoEA
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A

Public Financial Mgt.
Sys,

B

Online Tax filing sys

MoF
DRC/M
oF

C

Info sys on State
Owned Enterprises

MoF

D

E

Govt Inventory Sys
improvement of
existing MYRB, PEM,
PLAMS

G-P18

Health Systems:

A

e-Medical Records
Web-based Health
Mgmt Info Sys

MoH

MoH

G-P19

Telemedicine
Web-based Bhutan
Medical Supplies
Mgmt Sys
Civil Registration
System
(Enhancement)

G-P20

Labor Systems:

A

G-P22

Labornet
Enhancement of
Online Job Portal
Bhutan Labor Market
Info System
GIS Digitised Road
Network Map &
Human Settlement
Map
Intelligent Transport
System

MoWH
S
MoWH
S

G-P23

Corruption Compliant
Mgmt System

ACC

B
C

D

B
C

G-P21

G-P24
G-P25

Terrestrial Network
Audit Information
Mgmt System

i-P1

e-Filing Sys for
Judiciary
ICT Masterplan for
Education

i-P2

DrukREN

G-P26

i-P3
i-P4
i-P5

ICT Manpower
Council
Community Centre &
Subsidies

i-P9

Mobile Services
ICT awareness &
Adoption
National Digital
Archive
Support the Creative
Industry
Enabling ICTs in
Dzongkha

i-10

Reduce e-Waste

i-P6
i-P7
i-P8

MoF






















MoF,
GNHC






MoH












MoH





MoHC
A





MoLHR





MoLHR






MoLHR















BBSC
RAA
Royal
Court of
Justice













MoE

 

DITT
DITT,
MoLHR,
RUB

 

 

DITT
DITT

 

DITT
MoHC
A

  

DoIM



DDC



DITT
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National e-Payment
Gateway

e-P1

E-Commerce
Framework and Portal
Hotel Monitoring
System
Natl. Recreational
Visit Permit
Processing Sys
Enhanced Tourism
Web Portal

e-P2
e-P3

e-P4
e-P5

RMA



MoEA,
BICTTA



TCB





TCB









e-P7

Incentives and Grants
Strengthen the Bhutan
ICT and Training
Association

e-P8

Develop Bhutan Tech
Village

TCB
MoF,
MoIC,
MoEA
MoIC,
DHI,BIC
TTA
DITT,
MoLHR,
RUB

e-P9

ICT Manpower

MoLHR



Intl Telecom Gateway
via Bangladesh.
Emergency
Communication
Network
BBS Terrestrial
Network

ISP/Tel
cos



DDM/B
BSCL



BBSCL



e-P6

e-P10

e-P11
e-P12




























Note:
 G1: Transparency & Accountability
 G2: Effectiveness & Efficiency
 G3: Citizen & business Centricity
 G4: Citizen's Participation & Engagement
 I1: A Learning Society
 I2: Equal and Easy Access to Information
 I3: The Nation that Embraces the ICT Lifestyle
 I4: Preservation on Promotion of Evolving Culture
 I5: Enhanced Environmental Consciousness
 E1: ICT for Industry Development
 E2: ICT for Manpower Development
 E3: ICT Adoption and Demand Generation
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ANNEX C: E-GOV GOVERNANCE INSTITUTIONALIZATION PLAN
Work Plan for e-Gov Programme Management Office (PMO)
Month

August

Activity

1

1. Finalise
terms of
Reference
2.
Presentation
to the
Cabinet
3. Formation
of the
Committees
Mr. Wong
Joon Tai
2nd visit
4. e-Gov
Review
committee
meeting
5. e-Gov
Executive
Committee
Meeting

2

3

September
4

1

27

4*

2

October

3

4

1

17**
18***

24

2*

2

NOVEMBER

3

4

14**
15***

22

1

DECEMBER

2

3

4

1

2

5*

18**
19***

26

9*

16**
17***
10*

3

4

24

19**
20***

6. e-Gov
Council
Meeting
Mr. Wong
Joon Tai's
3rd Visit
7. Private
Sector
Advisory
Committee
Other
Project
8.Compilatio
n of Annual
Workplans
9.Compilatio
n of 11 FYP

NOTE:
* Send out email/notification of meeting and request for papers
** Deadline for submission of papers
*** Date of sending meeting agenda along with the materials to the Committee members
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ANNEX D: E-GOV PROGRAMME MANAGEMENT OFFICE (PMO)
Effective governance is critical to the achievement of the ICT vision and prudent management of
investments in the area of ICT. The e-Gov Programme Management Office (PMO) is a key
agent to drive effective governance.
The e-Gov PMO will be set up under DITT, MoIC and the office will report directly to Director,
DITT. The Office will ensure smooth coordination of the committee meetings and manage
effective implementation of ICT initiatives across all government agencies.
The Office will be staffed by officer from DITT with full time commitment.
1) ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
i)

Facilitate establishment of the e-Gov Council, the e-Gov Executive Committee,
Private Sector ICT Advisory Panel, e-Gov Review Committee and any other
committees when necessary.

ii) Manage effective implementation of eGov Masterplan and other key ICT initiatives
across all government agencies.
 Workplan


Compile the yearly ICT workplan of all ministries and agencies for
prioritization in close coordination with respective divisions under DITT.



Highlight to management on discrepancies of the annual workplan with the
Masterplan.

 Monitor the progress of implementation


Identify project issues/challenges and escalate to higher committees for
necessary intervention together with PFU member of GNHC.



To consolidate ICT projects for submission to the e-Gov Review Committee



To oversee and track progress of ICT projects in the Masterplan, submit
progress report to the next higher level committee where applicable

 Interface with other Divisions:


Application Division (e-GIF): Compile issues and recommendations submitted
by the e-GIF group. The agency representative should present the issues &
recommendation to the e-Gov Review Committee.
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ICT Management Division: Compile issues & recommendations submitted by
the ICT Mgmt. Division. The concerned ICT officers from agencies should
present the issues to the e-Gov Review Committee and other higher
committees.

iii) Provide secretariat support to the various e-Gov committees established under the eGov governance structure.
 For the e-Gov Council Committee, coordinate with the secretariat of the
Committee of Secretary (CoS). Request could be made from MoIC Secretary to
CoS, to extend invitation to Secretary of GNHC, NLCS and NEC.
 Depending on issues and approval of ICT projects, invite concerned Chief ICT
officers for the e-Gov Review Committee
 Prepare calendar of committee meetings and inform committee members much
in advance. Ensure that Committees meet as scheduled and that the intended
objective is fulfilled.
 Keep meeting minutes and take up key decision/issues to higher committees for
approval/resolve
 As and when required by the e-Gov Council, coordinate with the Cabinet
Secretariat for discussion/approval of higher issues in the Cabinet meeting
iv) Communication and campaign support
 Plan to inform all stakeholders (sponsors/donors, partners/suppliers of ICT
product and services, beneficiaries, International e-Gov benchmarking bodies) of
information related to the e-Gov Masterplan i.e the rationale, benefits, impact,
approach and timeline, in close collaboration with the Promotion Division, DITT.
 Provide promotional contents to the Promotion Division to develop marketing
materials.


Compile and share information with other agencies related to e-Gov Masterplan.

 Establish e-Gov PMO page within the DITT website for information sharing and
announcements (http://www.dit.gov.bt/content/e-gov-pmo).
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2) TEMPLATES FOR E-GOV PMO
i)

Templates for writing meeting minutes.
Meeting Minutes of 1(2013) e-Gov Review Committee
Date:
Time:
Venue:
Name of the Meeting

Session

Chaired by

Attendees
S#

Name

Designation

Agency

Absent
Sl.

Name

Designation

Agency

N
o
.

S#

Discussion

Action by

Recorded by:
Vetted by: (Supervisor of recorder/ anyone appointed by chairman)
Approved by: (Chairman)
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ii) Template for inviting the executive committee members & Private Sector
Advisory Panel.
(Letter Head)

Date:

To,
Please refer the Distribution List
Sub: e-Gov Executive Meeting
Dasho/Sir/Madam,
This is to inform that the 1(2013) Executive Meeting will be held on date, at time, at venue.
In the event that you are unable to attend, kindly nominate a relevant official from your agency to attend on your behalf.
Please find attached herewith the documents for the meeting.
1.

Agenda of the meeting

2.

Matters arising from the previous meetings.

3.

Issues emanating from the ICT Head meeting.

4.

Annual ICT Workplan from the agencies

5.

ToR of e-Gov Governance Committees

6.

Governance processes & templates.

Kindly confirm your participation for the same on or before date, by writing to the undersigned or contact person,
designation, via email at email id. We are also available at Contact no of contact person during office hours only.

We look forward to your participation.

Yours Sincerely,

(Phuntsho Tobgay)
Director

Distribution List:
1.

Karma Wangdi, Chief, Infrastructure Division, DITT

2.

Jigme Tenzing, Chief, Application Division, DITT

3.

Pemba Tshering, Head, ICT Mgmt. Division, DITT

4.

Chencho, Offtg. Chief, Promotion Division, DITT

5.

Selected Chief ICT Officer, Ministries/Agencies

6.

Ugyen Pem, Sr. Program Officer, GNHC

7.

Dorji Wangmo, Deputy Chief, PPD, MoIC

8.

Representative, e-GIF, DITT
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iii) Project approval template for Review Committee
Date
To
The Director
MoHCA
Thimphu.
Subject: ICT Proposal on e-Pest System
Sir,

This is to inform you that the e-Gov Review Committee has reviewed and endorsed the proposal.

Yours Sincerely,

(Phuntsho Tobgay)
Chairman
e-Gov Review Committee.
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iv)

Templates for Workplan submission
Workplan for Financial Year 2013-2018

s#

1

2

3

4

5

6 97

8

2013/14

10
2014/15

11
2015/16

2016/17

12

13

2017/18

Note:
1.

Name of Organization

2.

Title of Project

3.

Collaborating Agencies: Please list all agencies/organizations/ministries that are
involved in the project.

4.

Description of Project: Provide a short description on the purpose and deliveries of the
project

5.

New Project/ Maintenance: State whether the project is new project or project under
maintenance.

6.

Budget: For all new projects, both capital and estimated yearly maintenance cost must
be provided.

7.

Nature of Project: State whether it is an Application development or Infrastructure
project.

8.

Stage of Development: For new projects, state whether it’s in proposal, tender,
development or implementation stage.

9.

Hardware and Software Specification: State hardware and software used for the project.
Eg. Servers, Databases etc

10. Timeline: State the start date and end date in mmm-yyyy format.
11. HR Requirement: State the ICT Personnel’s involved with their roles in the project (for
ICT Management Division).
12. Funding Source: Please state the name of the organization that fund the project
13. Remarks: Provide additional information that is useful for better understanding of the
project.
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v) Agenda Template
Agenda of eGov Review Committee Meeting 1 (2013)
1
2
3
4
5
6

Date:
Start Time:
Venue:
Members:
In attendance:
Agenda Items:

27/8/2013
9:15 AM
New DITT Conference Hall
Director, (5) Division Chiefs, Chief PPD, Rep from GNHC
Mr. Wong Joon Tai (ICT Consultant)
Presented By:

1.

09:30AM

Matters arising from previous meetings.

2.

09:50AM

Review/Resolve issues arising from ICT Heads
Meeting on 6th August, 2013.

3.

11:00AM

Review annual ICT work plan of agencies.

LUNCH

4.

01:00PM

5.

02:00PM

6.

7.

Review & finalize the TOR of e-Gov Governance
Committees

Pemba
Tsherin
g
(Head,
ICT
Mgmt.
Division
)

PMO

Review and finalize the governance
processes/templates

PMO

Any other matters

PMO

03:00PM

04:45PM
End of Meeting

8.

7

05:00PM

Meeting
Secretariat
Contact:

PMO, pmo@dit.gov.bt, 323215-319
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ANNEX E: TEMPLATES
i)

Templates for submission of ICT Project Proposal by agencies to PMO.

A-

Project Summary

1.

Project Title:

2.

Implementing Agency/Project owner:

3.

Proposed start date:

4.

Duration of the project:

5.

Project Budget:

6.

Funding source(s):

7.

Project Manager:

B-

Project Proposal

1.

Brief background and justification of the project

This section should provide a brief introduction to proposed project related to the current situation analysis. The background
should also describe:
a.

The problem or critical issue which the proposal seeks to resolve

b.

How the proposal relates to other relevant national development strategies and policies

c.

How intended beneficiaries were involved in project identification and planning

2.

Objectives of the project

This section should describe the intended goals of the proposed project in terms of specific programmes and how the proposed
project will relate to national strategies and policies.
This section should also describe what the project is expected to achieve in terms of effects among intended
beneficiaries/stakeholders.

3.

Expected results/outcomes of the project

This section should describe the overall results that the project is expected to accomplish and whether there may be
unintended effects of the project, and how these possible challenges will be addressed

4.

Project Beneficiaries/stakeholders

This section describes who and how many people are expected to benefit from the project, both directly and indirectly. Should
also briefly describe how different stakeholders will be involved in the overall project implementation

5.

HR Requirements:

This section describes existing ICT manpower & skillset. Indicate any additional skillset required to execute the proposed
project. (template from ICT mgmt. Division)

6.

Project Compliance to e-GIF (ICT standards)

This section should discuss proposed technologies, data requirements, application interfaces, which are in conformance to the
e-GIF (ICT checklist template of e-GIF). This is to ensure that the proposed application/system can be easily integrated or
interoperated.
To complete this section, use e-GIF compliance checklist provided.
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a. Checklist template to be submitted during project proposal

e-GIF Compliance Checklist

Complete all the following sections:
A- Business Architecture

Sl. No.

1.
List Services, Government Functions and Line of Business (LoB) intended to be supported by this proposed project.
Services
Government Functions
Line of Business

1
2
3

2.
For each service, mention the collaborating agencies and indicate whether they are information provider or consumer.
Service Sl. No
Name of collaborating Agency (if
Information/Service Provider
Information/Service consumer
any)

B-

1.

Ex: 1

Agency A

☒

☐

1

Agency B

☐

☒

3

Agency C

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

Application Architecture

Provide name and purpose of the system:
a. System name:
b. Purpose:
2. List existing system(s) which needs integrating/interfacing with the proposed system.

Name of Existing System(s)

Purpose of Interfacing/Integrating

To receive data
Source)

Ex: Civil Registration System
(Citizen Details)

(Data

To store data(Data Storage)

To use some
system
functionalities

☒

☒

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐
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b. HR details template from ICT mgmt division

* HR Requirement (Specific details)
In keeping with the mandate of having the ICT HR deliver excellent professional services, it is important to study weather the HR
available is sufficiently qualified and competent to fulfill the responsibilities demanded by the planned project/program. If the HR is not
sufficiently skilled then DITT/MoIC will look into the possibilities of pulling relevant skilled HR resources for deployment.
Please fill in the details of the HR (ICT personnel) identified to work with the projects in the AWP. An example has been done for
your reference.
Detailed Profile of the HR to be deployed:

S#

1
2

3

Name

Designation(and
Department, if
applicable)

Assigned Project

Specific Role in the
Project

Tashi Dorji

ICT Officer, RSTA

Personal Management
system

Project Manager

ICT Officer, RSTA

Personal Management
system

System Analysis and
Design

ICT Master Planning

ICT Masterplanning
(Developing five year ICT
roadmap for MoF)

Kezang
Dema
1 ICT
masterplanner
required

ICT Officer

Specific skill set and or
experience required (if any)

Strategic masterplanning,
knowledge on current ICT tools
and technologies

Note: If at all your agency need support in new HR deployment with specific skills, please give the details of the required HR that the project
requires , the role of the ICT personnel in the project and the skills expected from him/her involved (example: Sl. No 3).
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ii) Templates for writing ICT Tender Specification (ref. RFP from MoF)
1.

Part I: INTRODUCTION
i.
Background on the proposed system
ii.
E-Governance Initiative
iii.
Proposed System.
iv.
Functional Requirements for the proposed system

2.

PART II: Terms and Condition- Technical
2.1. Software User Requirements
2.2. System Architecture & Hosting Environment
2.3. Audit Trails and Time Series Data
2.4. Platform and Technology standards:
i.
Operating Systems
ii.
Database Servers
iii.
Implementation Language
2.5. Cost of Licenses
2.6. Security:
i.
Application Security
ii.
2.6.2 Network Security
iii.
2.6.3 Physical Security
iv.
2.6.4 Application Performance and Scalability Feature
2.7. Hardware Requirements
2.8. Concurrency, Browser Compatibility and Bandwidth Optimization
2.9. Authentication Management
2.10.Development Methodology
2.11. Network connectivity requirement
2.12. Training of Master Trainers/ Users
2.13. Warranty, Support, Maintenance & Change Management
2.14. Backup and Recovery
2.15. Confidentiality of Data
2.16. Conformity with Data Interoperability Standards
2.17. Use of Source Code Management Tools
2.18. Ownership of Source Code and other Intellectual Property
2.19. Re-engineering of the Processes
2.20. Obsolescence
2.21. Naming Convention /standard
2.22. Project Development Team
2.23. Project Governance
2.24. Process flow and requirements of Proposed System with its architectural diagram
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Checklist to be submitted during Tender Specification

e-GIF Compliance Checklist

A-

Data Architecture

1.
Sl. No

Check all elements of people information to be used in the proposed system.
Element of people data
Check (x) all that will be used

1

CID Number

☐

2

Title

☐

3

First Name

☐

4

Middle Name

☐

5

Last Name

☐

6

Gender

☐

7

Date of Birth

☐

8

Age

☐

9

Marital Status

☐

10
12
12
13

Mother Tongue
Religion
Nationality
Spouse's detail

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

14
Father's detail

☐

15
Mother's detail
16
Qualification
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Literacy
Occupation
Place of Birth
Household No.
House No.
Tharm No.
Village
Chiwog
Gewog
Thromde
Constituency
Dungkhag
Dzongkhag
Building/Floor/Unit No.

☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
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2.
Check the compliance to e-GIF data standards.
e-GIF data standards
Comply

Not Comply

UML data modeling

☐

☐

Data Dictionary Template

☐

☐

Naming Conventions

☐

☐

Standard Codes

☐

☐

Data structure

☐

☐

B-

Technology Architecture

Instruction for Compliance check (Please refer Technology Reference Model to understand more about the standards):
Step 1:

Go through list of the standards in the table below.

Step 2:

Check if the standards in the table are applicable to your project.

Step 3:

Check the cell ‘Not Applicable’ if the standards are not applicable to the proposed project.

Step 4:

If it is applicable check if the proposed standard complies with the standard listed in the table.

Step 5:

If it does not comply, check the not comply cell, and give the reason for non-compliance and

Step 6: Mention the alternate standard which is been proposed.
1.

Fill up all the following tables

Network Domain
Tick (√) against each
standard.
Clause No.

Technology category

Standard
Not
Comply

TA-N-001

LAN/WAN

802.3i (10BaseT)

TA-N-002

LAN/WAN

802.3u

TA-N-003

LAN/WAN

SNMP 2

TA-N-004

LAN/WAN

SNMP 3

TA-N-005

LAN/WAN

TCP/IP v4

TA-N-006

LAN/WAN

Category 5/5e

TA-N-007

LAN/WAN

Category 6

TA-N-008

LAN/WAN

Multimode fiber

Not
Applicable

Reason for noncompliance

Alternate standard
proposed
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TA-N-009

LAN/WAN

Single mode fiber

TA-N-010

LAN/WAN

ISDN

TA-N-011

LAN/WAN

IPV4

TA-N-012

LAN/WAN

IPV6

TA-N-013

LAN/WAN

NTPv4

TA-N-014

LAN/WAN

IPSec(IP Security)

TA-N-016

LAN/WAN

TLS 1.1

TA-N-017

LAN/WAN

TLS 1.2

TA-N-018

LAN/WAN

SSH(Secure shell)

TA-N-019

LAN/WAN

DNS

TA-N-020

LAN/WAN

LDAPv3

TA-N-022

Wireless

802.11b/g/n

TA-N-024

Wireless

WPA

TA-N-025

Wireless

WPA2

TA-N-026

IP telephony

H.323

TA-N-027

IP telephony

SIP2.0
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Platform Domain
Tick (√) against the
standards used in the
proposed project.
Clause No.

Technology
category

Reason for noncompliance

Standard

Notcomply
TA-P-001

Database

PostgreSQL 9.2.1

TA-P-002

Database

MS SQL server 2000

TA-P-003

Database

MS SQL 2000 Enterprise Edition

TA-P-004

Database

MS SQL 2005

TA-P-005

Database

MS SQL 2008

TA-P-006

Database

MS SQL 2008 R2

TA-P-007

Database

MS SQL 2012

TA-P-008

Database

Oracle 10

TA-P-009

Database

MS Access 2003

TA-P-010
TA-P-011

Database
Database

MySQL 5
Heidi SQL 6 & 7

TA-P-012

Database

Geodatabase API 1.1

TA-P-013

Server

Apache

TA-P-014

Server

Internet Information Services (IIS)

TA-P-015

Storage

SATA2.0

TA-P-016

Storage

SATA 3.0

TA-P-017

Storage

eSATA

TA-P-018

Storage

SATA micro SSD

TA-P-020

Storage

SCSI 2

TA-P-021

Storage

SCSI 3

TA-P-022

Storage

SAS

TA-P-023

Storage

RAID 5

TA-P-025

Operating
system
Operating
system

Windows 7

TA-P-028

Operating
system

Windows server 2008

TA-P-029

Operating
system

Windows server 2012

TA-P-030

Operating
system

RHEL 4

TA-P-031

Operating
system
Operating
system
Operating
system

RHEL 5

TA-P-027

TA-P-032
TA-P-033

Alternate standard
proposed

Not
Applicable

Windows server 2003

RHEL 6
Ubuntu 9-11
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TA-P-034
TA-P-035
TA-P-036

Operating
system
Operating
system
Operating
system

Ubuntu 12
Android 2.3.x Gingerbread
Android 4.1 Jelly Bean

Application Domain

Technology
category

Standard

TA-A-001

Development

Java Script 1.8.5

TA-A-002

Development

PHP- Hypertext Pre-processor
(PHP 5 and later)

TA-A-003

Development

JSP 2.1

TA-A-004

Development

JQuery 1.8.3

TA-A-007

Development

C 11

TA-A-008

Development

C++ 11 (ISO/IEC 14882:2011
(2011))

TA-A-009

Development

Java SE 6 and above

TA-A-010

Development

Visual Basic 6

TA-A-011

Development

VB.NET 2008 and later

TA-A-012

Development

HTML 4.1 and 5

TA-A-013

Development

XML

TA-A-014

Development

DHTML

TA-A-015

Development

XHTML

TA-A-016

Development

.NET 4.0 and later

TA-A-017
TA-A-018

Development
Development

ASP.NET MVC 3 and later
Joomla 3.0.1

TA-A-019

Development

Wordpress 3.4.2

TA-A-020

Development

Drupal 6 and later

TA-A-021
TA-A-022

Development
Development

MODx
Alfresco 4.0 and later

TA-A-023

Development

Eclipse 3.3 and later

TA-A-024

Development

Visual studio 2005

TA-A-025

Development

Visual studio 2012

TA-A-026

Development

Dreamweaver CS3 and later

TA-A-027

Development

JDK 6 and later

TA-A-028

Development

Aqua Data Studio

TA-A-029

Development

Crystal report

TA-A-030

Development

Jasper Report

TA-A-031

Development

TA-A-032

Development

Finger Minutiae Data ISO/IEC
19794-2
Finger Image Data ISO/IEC
19794-4
Face Image Data ISO/IEC 197945
Iris Image Data ISO/IEC 19794-6

Clause No.

TA-A-033
TA-A-034

Tick (√) against the
standards used in the
proposed project.
Not
Comply

Not
Applicable

Reason for noncompliance

Alternate standard
proposed
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TA-A-035
TA-A-036

Integrated Circuit cards ISO/IEC
7816-11:2004
Design and
Methodology

Visual Paradigm for UML (VPUML)

Integration Domain

Clause No.

TA-I-001

TA-I-002
TA-I-003

TA-I-004

TA-I-005
TA-I-006
TA-I-007

TA-I-008
TA-I-009
TA-I-010

Technology
category

Standard

Not
Comply

Application
Oriented
Integration
Application
Integration

Windows API

Application
oriented
Integration
Application
Oriented
Integration
Data oriented
Integration
Data oriented
Integration
Data oriented
Integration

JDBC4.1 Java Database
Connectivity

Data oriented
Integration
Data oriented
Integration
Data oriented
Integration

XML 1.0
Open XML ECMA-376,ISO/IEC
29500
SGML (Standard Generalized
Markup Language)
(ISO 8879:1986 SGML)
(HTML 5)HyperTextMarkup
Language
DHTML(Dynamic
HyperTextMarkup Language )
XSchema1.1
XQuery 1.0

TA-I-012

Data oriented
Integration
Data oriented
Integration
Data oriented
Integration
Data oriented
Integration

XMI 2.0.1

TA-I-015

TA-I-016
TA-I-017
TA-I-018
TA-I-019

Data oriented
Integration
Data oriented
Integration
Data oriented
Integration
Data oriented
Integration

Alternate standard
proposed

ESB

Data oriented
Integration

TA-I-014

Not
Applicable

Reason for
noncompliance

.NET 4.5 Framework

TA-I-011

TA-I-013

Tick (√) against the
standards used in the
proposed project.

XSL 1.1 (Extensible Stylesheet
Language)
XSLT 1.0 (XSL Transformations)
XSL-FO 1.0 ( Extensible
Stylesheet Language Formatting
Objects)
XML Security Mark-up
XML signature and encryption
XML Key Management
XML Access Control
Language(XACL)

TA-I-020

Data oriented
Integration

XACML (extensible Access
Control Markup Language)

TA-I-021

Data oriented
Integration

(DTD)
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TA-I-022

Data oriented
Integration

(UML 2.x)Unified Modeling
Language

TA-I-DI-23

Data oriented
Integration

RDF (Resource Description
Framework)

TA-I-025

Data Oriented
Integration
Service
oriented
Integration
Service
oriented
Integration
Service
oriented
Integration
Service
oriented
Integration
Service
oriented
Integration
Service
Oriented
Integration
Service
Oriented
Integration
Service
Oriented
Integration
Service
Oriented
Integration
Service
Oriented
Integration
Service
Oriented
Integration
Service
Oriented
Integration

ETLETL - Extract, Transform,
Load
FTP

Service
Oriented
Integration
Service
Oriented
Integration
Message
Oriented
Integration
Messaging
Oriented
Integration
Messaging
Oriented
Integration
Messaging
Oriented
Integration
Messaging
Oriented
Integration

WS-Notification 1.3

TA-I-026

TA-I-027

TA-I-028

TA-I-029

TA-I-030

TA-I-031

TA-I-032

TA-I-033

TA-I-034

TA-I-035

TA-I-036

TA-I-037

TA-I-038

TA-I-039

TA-I-040

TA-I-041

TA-I-042

TA-I-043

TA-I-044

SCP

SFTP

HTTP/1.1File Transfer protocol

WebDAVFile Transfer protocol

service-oriented
architecture (SOA)
(SOAP 1.2 ) Simple Object Access
Protocol
Representational State
Transfer (REST)
WS-Security 1.1 (Web Services
Security)
WS- Trust 1.4

(WS-Policy 1.2)Web Services
Policy
Web Services Interoperability
(WS-I)

WS-Messenger

XML-RPC

JMS 2.0 The Java Message
Service
(AMQP 1.0)Advanced Message
Queuing Protocol
Extensible Messaging and
Presence Protocol (XMPP)
Streaming Text Oriented Message
Protocol (STOMP)
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TA-I-045

Messaging
Oriented
Integration

MTOM (Message Transmission
Optimization Mechanism)

TA-I-046

Messaging
Oriented
Integration

Messaging Application
Programming Interface (MAPI)

Client Access Domain

Technology
category

Standard

TA-C-001

Multimedia

VLC player

TA-C-002

Multimedia

GOM player

TA-C-003

Multimedia

Real Player

TA-C-004

Multimedia

KM Player

TA-C-005

Multimedia

Winamp

TA-C-006

Multimedia

Windows media Player

TA-C-007

Multimedia

Font Lab Studio

TA-C-008

Multimedia

AutoCAD

TA-C-009

Multimedia

CorelDRAW Graphics Suite X6

TA-C-010

Multimedia

Adobe InDesign [Desktop
Publishing Software]

TA-C-011

Multimedia

Rich Text Format version 1.6

TA-C-012

Multimedia

TA-C-013

Multimedia

TA-C-014

Multimedia

Microsoft Word stable release
2010
Microsoft Excel stable release
2010
WinZip 17

TA-C-015

Multimedia

WinRaR 4.2

TA-C-016

Libre Office 3.6.3

TA-C-024

Desktop
Software
Desktop
Software
Desktop
Software
Desktop
software
Desktop
software
Desktop
Software
Desktop
Software
Desktop
Software
Email system

TA-C-025

Email system

POP(Application Layer Internet
Protocol)

TA-C-026

Email system

IMAP(Application Layer Internet
Protocol)

TA-C-027

Email system

Squirrel mail 1.4.22

Clause No.

TA-C-017
TA-C-018
TA-C-019
TA-C-020
TA-C-021
TA-C-022
TA-C-023

Tick (√) against the
standards used in the
proposed project.
Not
Comply

Not
Applicable

Reason for
noncompliance

Alternate standard
proposed

Microsoft Office[Microsoft Office
2013]
Open office[Apache open office
3.4.1]
E-book management utility
(Calibre)
NewgenLib(Integrated Library
System)
IBM SPSS*1 Predictive analytics
software and solutions
ArcGIS desktop 10.1
BitDefender Plus
SMTP(Application Layer Internet
Protocol)
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TA-C-028

Email system

Axigen[Ajax Webmail
Interface/Mail server] 8.0

TA-C-029

Email system

TA-C-030

Email system

TA-C-031

Email system

Send Mail(Mail Transfer
Agent)8.14.5
Qmail(Mail Transfer Agent)[qmail1.03.tar.gz]
Postfix(Mail Transfer Agent)2.9.4

TA-C-032

Email system

Microsoft Outlook(*Personal
Information Management)

TA-C-033

Email system

Dovecot 1.2.11

TA-C-034

Email system

Dovecotv2.1.11

TA-C-035

Email system

MIME(Internet Standard)

TA-C-036

Email system

Round cube 0.8.4

TA-C-037

Email system

Zimbra mail 8.0.0

TA-C-038

Email system

S/MIME

TA-C-039

Email system

TA-C-040

Email system

RSA Encryption[Digital
Authentication]
3DES[Digital Authentication]

TA-C-041

Email system

AES[Digital Authentication]

TA-C-042

Web browser

Firefox 3.0.19

TA-C-043

Web browser

Firefox

TA-C-044

Web Browser

Internet Explorer 7

TA-C-045

Web Browser

Internet Explorer 9

TA-C-046

Web browser

Internet Explorer 10

TA-C-047

Web browser

Google Chrome

TA-C-049

Web browser

Safari[stable release 6.0]

TA-C-050

Web browser

Maxthon browser

TA-C-051

Web browser

Safari (ios from ipad)

TA-C-052
TA-C-053

Web browser
Web browser

TA-C-054

Web browser

Chrome v5.1
Opera Mini (Android: 7.5.3) (iOS:
7.0.3) (BlackBerry )
Firefox Mobile (Fennec) 17.0

TA-C-055

Web browser

Streaming media, Flash

TA-C-056

Web Browser

PDF- Portable Document File

TA-C-057

Web Browser

Http(Application Layer Internet
Protocol)
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a. Terms and Conditions to be added to the Tender Specification for ICT
Projects (ref. RFP from MoF)
TERMS AND CONDITIONS-GENERAL
3.1. Presentation by the client on the requirements
3.2. Vendor Information
3.3. Collaboration, Partnerships with Foreign Firms & Subcontracting
3.4. Patent and Copyright
3.5. Quality of Work
3.6. Timely Completion
3.7. Confidentiality of offer:
3.8. Time Frame for completion of the proposed System
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iii) Templates for writing ICT Tender Evaluation Report (ref. RFP of MoF)
The number of points to be given under each of the evaluation criteria are:
Criteria for Evaluation
1. Company Profile and Strength (15 Points)
2. Methodology
a. Project Management Plan (10 Points)
b. Bidder’s Approach to Solution
i. Bidder’s Understanding of requirements (Technical Proposal + Presentation) (15
Points)
ii. Bidder’s Proposal for Solution (Technical Proposal + Presentation) (15 Points)
c. Software Development Laboratory and its compliance to requirements (10 Points)
d. Maintenance & Support Plan
i. Warranty (Technical Aspects only) * (5 Points)
ii. Change Management (Technical Aspects only) * (5 Points)
e. Proposed timeframe for completion (15 Points)
3. Specific Experience and qualifications of proposed staff
a. Project Manager
i. Qualification (10 Points)
ii. Experience in IT Project Management (Software Development Projects in
particular) (15 points)
iii. Relevant Certifications if any (attach proof) (5 points)
b. Senior System Analysts/ System Analysts (Project Lead & Designers)
i. Qualification (10 points)
ii. Experience in Design & Development of Systems and Databases (10 points)
iii. Relevant Certifications if any (attach proof) (5 points)
c. Senior Developers/Developers/Programmers/Testers
i. Qualification (10 points)
ii. Experience in Development & Testing of Systems (5 points)
iii. Project Specific Programming Language (C#.NET) proficiency and Database
Management Systems Concepts (SQL Server2005), Software & Quality testing
skills in case of testers (5 points)
iv. Relevant Certifications if any (attach proof) (5 points)
4. Involvement of Local (Bhutanese) technical experts in the proposed staff*
a. Developers/Programmers/Testers (20 Points)
b. System Analysts (10 Points)
* The Technical aspects are details of bidder’s plans to provide technical support and this doesn’t reveal the
financial details for such support directly or indirectly.
Guideline for evaluating Specific Experience and qualifications of proposed staff
1. Qualification: If the Qualification is Bachelors Degree in the Subject relevant to the Project, the full
points will be awarded. Others will be marked according to relevance and levels of qualification
keeping the above as the base.
2. Experience: If the experience is 5 years and above in the directly relevant field, full points will be
awarded. Others will be marked according to relevance and levels of experience keeping the above as
the base.
3. Certifications: Full points will be awarded if the candidate is certified in directly relevant field. Others
will be marked according to relevance certifications keeping the above as the base. No points will be
awarded in absence of any certifications.
4. When there is more than one candidate in one post (eg. Developers, System Analysts), each
candidate is evaluated on above criteria on same points. The average of all the candidates will be the
final points scored.
5. Software Development Lab.: Baseline of 5 Points will be given if Specifications in Annexure IV are
exactly fulfilled above which points will be awarded based on the quality of Laboratory Setup.
The minimum technical score required to pass is: 150 Points
The weight for quality and cost are:
1.
2.

Technical (Quality) point
Financial (Cost) point

Total point

70
30

100
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PART B
ICT Management System

PART I – STRUCTURE, BACKGROUND,
INTRODUCTION, OBJECTIVES & SETUP
Contents
1.

Structure ............................................................................................................................. 2

2.

Background......................................................................................................................... 3

3.

Introduction ......................................................................................................................... 4

4.

Objectives ........................................................................................................................... 5
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1. Structure
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2. Background
Bhutan joined the ICT revolution with the formal launch of internet in 1999. Since then steady
progress has been made to leverage ICT for all round development of the nation. The Royal
Government’s ICT Vision is to create “An ICT-enabled, knowledge-based society as a
foundation for Gross National Happiness”.
The government also declared ICT as an “integral strategy” for good governance. A number
of systems have been implemented and continues to ICTise its functions. The Royal Civil
Service Commission (RCSC) approved the set-up of ICT unit in each Ministry during the 10
FYP. In order to better organize the ICT Human Resources under the Civil Service, the
RCSC approved MOIC’s proposal to make MOIC the parent organization of all ICT
professionals in the Civil Service in 2009. The main objective of the proposal was to enable
Ministries and Agencies to fully leverage ICT to deliver excellent services to the people of
Bhutan by improving the capacity of the ICT professionals and professionalizing ICT
management practices.
However, given the complexity of its implementation and the risks associated with failure, the
MOIC sought the assistance of IDA International Singapore (IDA-I), a fully-owned subsidiary
of the Infocomm Development Authority (IDA) of Singapore, which has implemented a similar
system for the Government of Singapore. The assistance materialized as a project under
joint funding support, 70:30 respectively, from Temasek Foundation of Singapore and the
Royal Government of Bhutan.
A core team comprising members from the Ministry’s HR Division and the Department of
Information Technology and Telecom (DITT) worked on the system with the consultant for
five months, from June 2012 – November 2012. During the process of developing this ICT
Management System1, stakeholders at all levels were consulted. Two sets of consultations
were held with all concerned, once at the beginning and one after the draft was finalized.
Presentations were made to the Committee of Secretaries, the RCSC and the Gross
National Happiness Commission (GNHC). Round table meetings and consultations were
held with other Secretaries and Head of Agencies, Joint Secretaries, Director Generals and
Directors. The ICT fraternity was also consulted, twice.

1

“Parenting” has been renamed to “ICT Management”
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3. Introduction
ICT implementation in the Royal Government continues to gain maturity and also complexity
by the year. The expectations on ICT and the responsibilities of ICT professionals have
correspondingly increased both in depth and coverage. This situation calls for specialized
skills in varied areas and high level of professionalism.
Currently, only one or two ICT professionals manage the entire requirement of an agency from day-to-day operations to development of new systems, with limited planning work. In
addition, other requirements such as information and system security have become new
imperatives as more and more information are put online. The current system of managing
ICT in the RGoB is increasingly challenged and is fast becoming ineffective to provide the
range and quality of services demanded. The set-up is also far from conducive for the ICT
professionals themselves who often work in isolation. There is limited career development,
and often they do not have anyone who are ICT-trained in their agency to mentor them. On
the other hand, despite RGOB’s efforts, uncoordinated and redundant efforts still remain,
mainly attributable to the current set-up.
The ICT Management System is a strategic intervention to not only address the current
challenges faced by government agencies in implementing ICT but more importantly to
enable them to leverage ICT to deliver quality services to the people of Bhutan. This
document clearly lays down the whole ICT management system, starting from the structure
of ICT set-up and its mandates through roles and responsibilities of ICT professionals, to HR
processes, career and competency development and to communications. All important ICT
management processes will also be defined to ensure that there is consistent practices in the
way ICT will be managed in RGoB. It also clearly delineates the responsibilities different
players in the ICT Management System between, including RCSC, GNHC, the MOIC and the
Agencies, so that there is no confusion during implementation.
It should also be mentioned and emphasized that the ICT Management System has been put
in place in strict compliance with the Parenting mandate and the rules and regulations
contained in the Bhutan Civil Service Regulation (BCSR) 2010 and other rules and
regulations governing the Civil Service. A conscious decision was made to ensure that the
ICT Management System did not do anything that would not add value to agencies and that
agencies are not inconvenienced in any way as a result of the ICT Management System.
The system has been developed solely from the point of view of supporting government
agencies so that they are able to leverage ICT to the fullest potential.
It is not the intention of MoIC to use the ICT Management System to gain control of the ICT
professionals in RGoB. Likewise, as a result of implementing the ICT Management System,
agencies should not end up not taking ownership of ICT professionals, since for all intents
and purposes, the ICT professionals are physically located at the Agency’s premises to
better support them in achieving the Agencies’ mission and vision.
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4. Objectives
The main objective of the ICT Management System is to support Ministries and Agencies in
the Royal Government so that they are able to use ICT both for strategic and operational
purposes to ultimately deliver excellent services to the citizens and businesses of Bhutan.
Specifically the ICT Management objectives are to:
-

Provide higher reliability and availability of ICT systems
Ensure well coordinated and effective ICT implementation
Provide high quality ICT professional services

These will be achieved by professionalizing the management of ICT resources and ICT
management practices by implementing the following under the ICT Management System:

1. Institutional Set-up
a. Proper structure and placement of ICT set-up within each agency; and
b. Clearly defined terms of reference of ICT set-up

2. ICT Human Resources Management
a.
b.
c.
d.

Clearly defined job responsibilities;
Clearly defined career path;
Competency development; and
HR processes.

3. ICT Management Practices
a. Work planning Processes including Five Year Planning and Annual Work
Planning processes;
b. Systems Delivery Processes such as Project Management, Systems Analysis and
Design, IT Procurement; and
c. Supporting Processes such as Helpdesk Management, Problem Management
and Systems Change Management.

4. Communications
a. Put in place communications forums for ICT professionals and Government
leadership.

5. ICT Management System Setup
a. Institutional Setup
i.

Current situation
Placement and ICT structure varies
The ICT unit in the Ministries and Agencies are currently placed very differently.
Some are placed under the Policy and Planning Division (PPD) or Administration
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and Finance Division (AFD), whereas others are placed under the Secretariat
Services or distributed across operational units. Their line of reporting varies from
one agency to another. There is inconsistency in the placement of ICT structure.
Moreover, for those ministries with ICT set up, there are no clear terms of
reference.

Lack of capacity and, at times capability, to identify areas of work for
ICTisation
It is not uncommon for a single ICT professional to support the needs of an entire
operation unit or locality / regional office of the Ministry / Agency. As a result, they
are mostly engaged in operational and maintenance-type of work. They do not
have the time to proactively push for new ICT initiatives that can support the
needs of their agencies.
As a result, the Head of Agency does not have overall visibility of ICT plans and
developments in his/her agency.

ii.

Terms of Reference (TOR) for ICT Unit
MoIC has defined the standard TOR for an ICT unit in a Ministry, Agency or
Dzongkhag. Besides making clear to the Head of Agency what they can expect
from their ICT unit, the TOR also ensures that the ICT services delivered to the
RGoB are consistent and uniformly applied.
Broadly speaking, the ICT unit will be responsible for ICT planning and budgeting
of the agency, providing coherent view of ICT within the ministry and ensure
greater integration of data/information within the ministry. The detailed set of
TOR is listed below:
1. Provide coherent view of ICT within Ministry;
2. Coordinate, identify and prioritize ICT initiatives within Ministry that support its
mission and vision;
3. Responsible for ICT planning and budgeting for the Ministry;
4. Ensure effective ICT governance within Ministry;
5. Set policies and standards for the use of ICT in the Ministry;
6. Ensure greater integration of data/information across the Ministry (including
with regional offices);
7. Ensure better connectivity / sharing of information with other Agencies; and
8. Ensure quality delivery of ICT systems
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iii.

Placement of ICT Unit
MoIC is proposing that an ICT unit be set up and reporting directly to the Head of
Agency. Ministries and autonomous agencies should set up separate new ICT
divisions and Dzongkhags should set up new ICT Sector alongside other sectors.
This will allow the Head of Agency to have full visibility of ICT developments in
their organizations. Furthermore, ICT professionals who have good ideas of how
ICT can be used effectively to meet the needs of the agency could bring these
ideas to the attention of the Head of Agency.

iv.

Structure of ICT Unit
For Ministries
It is proposed that the structure of the ICT Division in a Ministry be as follows:

1. ICT Planning and Governance:
This unit will deal with overall ICT planning & budgeting for the ministry, set
policies and standards for the use of ICT, ensure effective ICT governance,
identify and prioritize ICT initiatives that support the vision of its organization
and facilitate the promotion of good governance through the use of ICT.

2. Infrastructure Services:
This unit will focus in assisting the ministry in planning infrastructure
development, designing and implementing projects for national network(s),
research on networking and hardware components and making necessary
recommendation on new technologies for adoption by the government,
preparing technical specifications for hardware and other work related to ICT
infrastructure.

3. Application Services:
This unit will focus on application systems and will prepare specifications,
manage the development and deployment of application systems, and ensurethe application systems are delivered.
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For Dzongkhags
Dzongkhag ICT structure will only have the Infrastructure Services and the
Application Services unit. ICT Planning & Governance has been excluded
because the ICT professionals in Dzongkhags mostly manage and troubleshoot
hardware and networks and implement central systems like PEMS/P-laMS. The
ICT Head in the new set-up could cover some of these functions of ICT Planning
& Governance.

For Autonomous Agencies
The structure for ICT Division in autonomous agencies can vary from one agency
to another depending on its size, number of ICT professionals and the nature of
work of the organization. There are three variations to the structure in
autonomous agencies.
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1. Agencies that have more ICT needs might require all three units as that of a
ministry i.e ICT Planning and Governance, Application Services and
Infrastructure Services.
2. Agencies that have average ICT needs might require only the Infrastructure
and Application Services unit since the ICT planning and governance part can
be handled by the ICT head.
3. Agencies with minimal ICT needs might require just 1-2 ICT professionals,
focuses mainly on hardware and network and do not have to handle big
projects or systems. These agencies would require only the Infrastructure
Services unit.

With the new set-up, ICT professionals no longer have to work in isolation and
report to different heads or carry out operational work. They can now focus on
professional work in line with their new Terms of Reference. There will be sharing
of expertise in the fields of ICT which will help the government at large.
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High-level Implementation Plan
The key to success of any initiative is to not only have a sound strategy, but also to be able to
implement the initiative well. This has been one of the major feedback that the ICT
Management Team received from many stakeholders during consultations.
All the things that we need to do to implement the ICT Management system have been laid out
in the Implementation Plan.
We expect most implementation activities to take place in the coming two and a half years. The
implementation will be carried out in phases, with activities that need immediate attention being
initiated as soon as December 2012. Activities that can produce results within the first three
months of 2013 will also be initiated so as to maintain the visibility and momentum of this
project.

Summary of Key Activities to be Implemented

1. ICT structure
The ICT structure is an important part of the parenting model that needs to be implemented
as soon as possible. There are two aspects of ICT structure to be done, namely the
formation of a ICT Management Division within the DITT structure and the creation of proper
ICT structures and placement within the Ministries, Agencies and Dzongkhags.
i.

Formation of ICT Management Division in DITT. As the implementing agency along
with MoIC, there needs to be a dedicated team of people to be responsible for
implementing the parenting model. The ICT Management team will focus on resource
management 1, process management and communications management.

ii.

Set up of ICT structures in Ministry / Agency. MoIC will be the pilot Ministry to
implement the ICT structure. After the pilot for MoIC is completed by March 2013, we
will work with the various Ministries to set up their ICT structures (in a phased
manner). The rest of the Agencies will implement their ICT structures thereafter, and
at the pace that both MoIC and the Agencies are comfortable with.

2. Communication
Communications is going to play a key role in providing opportunities for ICT professionals
at different levels to meet and discuss challenges, share knowledge and best practices and
to gather feedback about their work performance.
On a yearly basis, starting 2013, the following will be organised:
i.
ICT Head Meeting (once every 2 to 3 months);
ii.
ICT Conference (subject to availability of budget);
1

The Resource Management section of the ICT Management Division will have to work very closely with HRD of
MoIC in this area.
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iii.
iv.
v.

Briefing at COS / Dzongdag Conference;
Senior User Management bilateral meetings; and
Orientation (to be conducted in January and August for the P-level and S-level
recruits respectively)

In addition, a portal containing useful ICT-related information for both ICT professionals and
RGoB leadership will be implemented.

3. Development of ICT Management Processes
The annual work planning process for ICT plan with be initiated in January 2013 in order that
ICT projects can be initiated in FY2013 (ie July 2013 onwards).
The first of the ICT management processes is planned for completion by April 2013 with the
remaining eight to be developed over the next two years, i.e., by April 2015.

4. Human Resource (HR)
MoIC will be carrying out the following HR-related activities:
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i.

Training: Training and development will be a key implementation activity to support
capability development of our ICT professionals and will be rolled out according to the
five-year HRD Masterplan. Sourcing of funds 2 will take place in the first half of 2013.
Sourcing and scheduling of training courses will be done in batches in accordance to
the five-year HRD Masterplan

ii.

Recruitment of S2 Staff. MoIC will formalize the recruitment of S2 staff with all
agencies.

iii.

S5 & S4 Staffing Arrangement. MoIC will effect the transfer of S5 and S4 positions
from the ICT job classifications to Office Administration job classifications.

The plan is to tap on the Chiphen Rigphel project for as many of the trainings as possible.
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Roles and Responsibilities of Key Agencies during the implementation of ICT Management
System
It is very important that the roles of all the stakeholders be clearly spelt out so that there is no confusion during the implementation of
the ICT Management System in RGoB. In particular, the roles of MoIC, line Agencies, RCSC and GNHC need to be defined for
different aspects of the ICT Management System.
In general, the role of MoIC as the parenting organisation is to support the Agencies in delivering excellent services to the citizens
and businesses through strategic use of ICT. This will be done by ensuring that the ICT professionals are professionally managed
from the HR perspectives and ICT projects are professionally managed by applying standardized best practices. This will be
supplemented by centralized initiatives that MoIC execute on behalf of the RGoB where agencies can tap on these initiatives to
realize better ICT investment.
The line agencies will partner MoIC in the implementation of the ICT Management System by helping to ensure that the development
of the ICT professionals working in their agencies are carried out and that their ICT projects are aligned to that of the centralized
initiatives.
RCSC’s role is to provide guidance, support and endorsement of all HR-related matters.
GNHC’s role in the ICT Management System is primarily to approve ICT projects submitted for approval are aligned to the ICT
Management System from the HR and technical perspectives and that the ICT sectoral Key Resource Areas (KRAs) are aligned to
the national KRAs as part of the five-year planning process.
The details of the roles and responsibilities of RCSC, GNHC, Agencies and MoIC (both DITT and HRD) in the implementation of ICT
Management System in the RGoB can be found in the table below.
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Areas

Professionalizing HR
Structure

Agencies
RCSC

 Give their
endorsement
on what should
be the optimal
size of ICT
professionals
in RGoB based
on the
structure
proposed.

GNHC

NA

Agencies  Implement the
new structure

Career Path,
Competency &
Training
 Provide guidance
so as to align the
implementation to
that of BCSR
guidelines

Professionalizing
ICT management

Centralized initiatives and
expert pool

HR Processes

Communications

ICT Management
Processes

Pools of Expertise

Centralized
Initiatives

 Advise on
BCSR2012
 Conduct pre-service
recruitment for P5 &
P4
 Approve Meritorious
& Fast-Track
Promotion
 Approve study leave

NA

NA

NA

NA

 Help to ensure
that training
nominations for
ICT professionals
put up by
agencies are
aligned to 5 yr
HRD Masterplan

NA

NA

For FYP
 Work with MoIC/DITT
to develop ICT
sectoral KRAs
(SKRAs)

NA

 Help to ensure that
ICT initiatives
proposed by
Agencies are
aligned to these
centralized
initiatives

 Support the
implementation of
the career path
and competency
development
efforts that DITT
are implementing

 Provide recruitment /
vacancy
requirements
 Conduct
performance
appraisal
 Conduct Broad
Banded Promotion
(Up to P2)
 Facilitate Meritorious
& Fast-Track
Promotion
 Support transfer
 Approve short-term
trainings via projects
funds, and support
trainings funded by
DITT or donors

 Support and
allow ICT
professionals at
their agencies to
attend
MoIC/DITT staff
communications
events
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For FYP & AWP
 Conduct ICT plan

 Request for
expertise, at the
start of FY

 Ensure that their
ICT initiatives are
aligned to these
centralized
initiatives

Areas

Professionalizing HR
Structure

Agencies

MoIC DITT

 Work with
agencies to
come up with
optimal size of
the ICT set-up
 Support
agencies in the
implementation
of the new ICT
set-up

MoIC HRD

 Work with
RCSC on the
optimal size of
the ICT
professionals
in the RGoB
 Support DITT
in their all HRrelated matters
with RCSC

Career Path,
Competency &
Training

 Develop and
maintain the
career path,
competency
matrix and
training
 Ensure that the
career of the ICT
professionals are
taken care of

 Assist DITT in
implementing the
career path and
competency
development of
ICT professionals

Professionalizing
ICT management

HR Processes

Communications

ICT Management
Processes

 Approve
bereavement,
casual, earned,
maternity, medical &
paternity leaves
 Facilitate study
leave
 Manage
administrative
discipline and
separation
 Facilitate transfer
 Initiate short-term
trainings via DITT
funds

 Conduct ICT
professionals
communications
events

For FYP & AWP
 Provide ICT advisory
 Work with Agency
ICT to review agency
ICT plans for
redundancy and HR
requirements

Centralized initiatives and
expert pool
Pools of Expertise

 Confirm the
provision of
expertise pool to
requesting
agencies

For other processes
 Facilitate
development of these
processes centrally
and ensure that
these processes are
implemented at the
agencies

Handle all HR matters
with Agency HRD on
behalf of DITT and
includes the following:
 Facilitate conduct of
pre-service
recruitment for P5 &
P4, conduct preservice recruitment
for S2 and in-service

NA
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NA

NA

Centralized
Initiatives

 Responsible for
implementing
centralized
initiatives
 Share with
agencies concept
and
implementation
details of
centralized
initiatives

NA

Areas

Professionalizing HR
Structure

Agencies

Career Path,
Competency &
Training

Professionalizing
ICT management

HR Processes

Communications

recruitment for P5 to
P2
 Facilitate Meritorious
& Fast-Track
Promotion
 Fill vacant ICT
position
 Conduct transfer
 Administer training
 Approve short-term
trainings via donor
funds and DITT
funds
 Facilitate study
leave
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ICT Management
Processes

Centralized initiatives and
expert pool
Pools of Expertise

Centralized
Initiatives
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Section I
1. Current situation
Currently, the roles and responsibilities of the ICT professionals are not defined properly
against each roles/position levels and are grouped in general for each position. As such,
the ICT professionals end up doing more of operation and maintenance work. In some
cases, they might even be assigned non-ICT responsibilities due to lack of proper roles
defined for them. In other situations, there is a mismatch between the skills and
knowledge they acquired from their studies, eg., a person with a Masters in Computer
Science is currently responsible for trouble shooting, training of clerks, software
development, updating of website and server maintenance at the agency he is working
in.
At the moment, due to lack of proper job responsibilities, there is no defined career path
for ICT professionals and they do not have the opportunity to specialize in their field of
interest. The current set-up has limited training opportunity and exposure due to lack of
proper Human Resource management and the high dependence on availability of
project funds. Moreover, some Agencies are under the impression that the parent
organization is already taking care of the training and development aspects of the ICT
professionals and they are therefore not sending the ICT professionals for training.

2. Key considerations in developing the roles and responsibilities
Creating separate roles and responsibilities for Infrastructure and Application tracks
The ICT professionals will now have the option to choose between two career paths,
Infrastructure Track and Application Track. ICT professionals whose interests are
inclined towards programming and software applications type of work could choose the
Application Track while those whose interests are inclined towards networks, systems
administrations type of work could choose the Infrastructure Track.
Enhancing existing roles in the BCSR
Existing roles for ICT professionals as defined in the BCSR have been enhanced to
reflect more specific and clearer job responsibility. The existing roles that are enhanced
are:
1.
ICT Management
2.
Systems Analysis
3.
Software Development
4.
Application Support
5.
Network Analysis
6.
Systems Administration
7.
Security Analysis
8.
Infrastructure Support
Defining new roles
Recognizing that there are greater expectations from ICT professionals in carrying out a
more varied nature of ICT work in the RGoB, it is proposed that five new roles be
created to supplement the existing eight roles. The five new roles are:
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Project Management
Application Specialist
Business Analysis
Telecom Analysis
Infrastructure Specialist

Differentiating the level of responsibilities according to position level
As a certain job role could be performed by multiple position levels, we differentiate the
level of responsibilities of each position level according to the following guidelines:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Degree of complexity of the task: a higher position level will be responsible for
more complex tasks;
Number of projects responsible for: a higher position level will be responsible
for larger number of projects;
Nature of work, ie. operational-type or strategic-type of work: a higher position
level will be responsible for more strategic-type of work;
Scope of coverage, ie unit-level or organizational-level type of work: a higher
position level will be responsible for organizational-level work while a more
complex tasks;
Accountability, ie. assisting, doing or ensuring: a higher position level will be
responsible for ensuring that work is completed with quality and on schedule.

Specialization depending on respective ICT professionals’s field of interest
With the initiation of new roles and responsibilities structure, there will be more
specialization of work done by each ICT professionals, hereon, based on their field of
interest and expertise. There will be decrease in the duplication of work.
Detailed descriptions of the roles and responsibilities of all the 13 job roles can be found
in the following pages.
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Section I I
1. Complete Set of Job Titles
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Section III
1. ICT Management
ICT Management
Position Title:
Position Level:

Chief ICT Officer (ICT Management)
P1

Roles and Responsibilities:
Managing Large ICT set up (e.g. Ministry, DITT)










Understanding the organization’s business and priorities.
Providing agency management with information on technology trends, best practices
and ICT developments and advise on its impact on the organization
Providing advice and recommendations to agency management on the strategic use
of ICT.
Developing and overseeing ICT work plan.
Determining priorities for allocation of ICT budget and manpower needs based on
the requirements of the organization;
Enforcing ICT policies, standards and procedures to ensure continued relevance and
compliance;
Aligning organization’s ICT effort with government-wide ICT initiatives;
Reviewing ICT professionals’ knowledge and skill needs, and establishing their
training needs;
Ensuring the smooth operation of ICT infrastructure, systems and services.

Position Title:
Position Level:

Deputy Chief ICT Officer (ICT Management)
P2

Roles and Responsibilities:
Managing Medium ICT set up (e.g. Ministry)










Understanding the organization’s business and priorities.
Providing agency management with information on technology trends, best
practices and ICT developments and advise on its impact on the organization
Providing advice and recommendations to agency management on the strategic use
of ICT.
Developing and overseeing ICT work plan.
Determining priorities for allocation of ICT budget and manpower needs based on
the requirements of the organization;
Enforcing ICT policies, standards and procedures to ensure continued relevance
and compliance;
Aligning organization’s ICT effort with government-wide ICT initiatives;
Reviewing ICT professionals’ knowledge and skill needs, and establishing their
training needs;
Ensuring the smooth operation of ICT infrastructure, systems and services.
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Position Title:
Position Level:

Senior ICT Officer (ICT Management)
P3

Roles and Responsibilities:
Managing small ICT set up (e.g. Dzongkhag, Agency or Ministry)









Understanding the organization’s business and priorities.
Providing agency management with information on technology trends, best practices
and ICT developments and advise on its impact on the organization
Providing advice and recommendations to agency management on the strategic use
of ICT.
Developing and overseeing ICT work plan.
Determining priorities for allocation of ICT budget and manpower needs based on
the requirements of the organization;
Aligning organization’s ICT effort with government-wide ICT initiatives;
Reviewing ICT professionals’ knowledge and skill needs, and establishing their
training needs;
Ensuring the smooth operation of ICT infrastructure, systems and services.

2. System Analysis
Systems Analysis
Position Title:
Position Level:

Deputy Chief ICT Officer (Systems Analysis)
P2

Roles and responsibilities:














Responsible for designing computer information systems, modifying systems to
improve production or work flow, or expanding systems to serve new purposes;
Research and develop new approaches to database design and analytic methods;
Prepare charts and diagrams that constitute a representation of the new system in
terms which managers or non-data processing personnel can understand;
Prepare specifications for programmers to follow;
Coordinate the development of test problems to debug the system and participates in
trial runs of the systems.
Provide technical expertise and recommendations in assessing new IT software
projects and initiatives to support and enhance our existing systems.
Consult with case managers in defining the analysis to be performed and makes
suggestions as to the most efficient means of performing that analysis;
Provide time/cost estimates for scheduling/budgeting purposes when required;
Designs the phase of any new IT software development projects
Coordinate application development for multiple projects.
Responsible for overall alignment of system design according to Agency’s design
architecture
Managing outsource development and programming consultants
Provide technical expertise and recommendations in assessing new IT software
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projects and initiatives to support and enhance our existing systems.
Verify database and data integrity.
working closely with developers and a variety of end users to ensure technical
compatibility and user satisfaction;
Developing a testing schedule for the complete system;
Participate on IT project review committees
Serve as a liaison and facilitator between all business units to assist in addressing
and resolving IT software issues

Position Title:
Position Level:

Senior ICT Officer (Systems Analysis)
P3

Roles and responsibilities:


















Plan, design, develop and launch effective information systems and operation
systems in support of core organizational functions;
Assist in researches and development of new approaches to data base design and
analytic methods;
Formulate new or revise existing systems;
Prepare flowcharts of procedures and block diagrams;
Analyze program requirements for a specified task and develop the methods to
provide the appropriate solutions;
Consult with division representatives on objectives, requirements and effectiveness
of proposed and existing computer systems.
Investigate and resolve application functionality related issues and provide support
and troubleshooting.
Troubleshoot technical issues and identify modifications needed in existing
applications to meet changing user requirements
Write technical procedures and documentation for the applications including
operations, user guide, etc.
providing training to users of a new system
Assist to obtain estimate of the cost of operating and maintaining a proposed new or
change system.
Assist the project manager in identifying the skills and resources needed to
implement a new system or to modify an existing system
Assist to analyze the costs, benefits, risks, and return-on-investment of the proposed
new System.
Assist to communicate the exact nature of the proposed system to business users
Assist to design and develop users' manual and corresponding training programs for
new systems.
Assist to Prepare in an acceptance test plan for any new or changed system.
Assist users in preparing for the installation and start-up of any new system being
implemented.

Position Title:
Position Level:

ICT Officer (Systems Analysis)
P4

Roles and responsibilities:
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Assist in planning, designing, developing and launching effective information
systems and operation systems in support of core organizational functions;
Assist in researches and development of new approaches to data base design and
analytic methods;
Assist in formulate new or revising existing systems;
Assist in preparing flowcharts of procedures and block diagrams;
Assist in analyzing program requirements for a specified task and develop the
methods to provide the appropriate solutions;
Assist in the preparation of presentations and follow-up of proposals.
Assist in the creation of the system design and functional specifications for all new
development projects.
Assist in managing an outsource development and programming consultants.
Assist network administrator with application installation and testing.
Assist training of user of new system
Assist network administrator with application installation and testing.
Identify problems or opportunities that might be addressed either by:
 implementing a new (automated or manual) system, or
 changing an existing application system.
Assist to analyze users’ business requirements in detail function specifications for a
proposed new (or changed) system.
Assist to quantify the benefits of having an application system cost.
Assist to access the impact of the system on organization and on the operation of
business.

3. Software Development
Software Development
Position Title:
Position Level:

Senior ICT Officer (Software Development)
P3

Roles and Responsibilities:
Computer Programmer
 Lead the team of programmers
 Ensure design, development and implementation of computer application programs
are according to specifications and requirements
 Ensure application coding and testing are according to specifications and
requirements
 Ensure that system specifications and requirements are translated into program code
and database structures
 Conduct code reviews and unit-level testing. Develop and maintain unit-level test
plans
 Ensure the clarity and functionality of the database design
 Ensure that the UI design fulfills the user requirements
 Ensure that system meets performance criteria.
 Advice regarding program techniques and new technologies.
 Ensure the security of the web sites and applications with the help of the security
analyst
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Assist system analyst in developing RFP and outsourcing the system development
work.
Consult with managerial, engineering, and technical personnel to clarify program
intent, identify problems, and suggest changes.

Position Title:
Position Level:

ICT Officer (Software Development)
P4

Roles and Responsibilities:
I. Computer Programmer
 Design, develop and implement computer application programs;
 Application coding and testing
 Translate system specifications and requirements into program code and database
structures;
 Code, install, debug and document routine application programs. Follow the progress
of the programs to ensure they are functioning properly and fix any program errors
that might occur.
 Ensure accuracy and efficiency of program outputs and debug source code to isolate
and correct errors in program logic, syntax, and data entry.
 Prepare test data and written instructions for computer operations
 Maintain program libraries, users' manuals, or technical documentation.
 Facilitate user training to end users
 Database design and development
 Write SQL queries in accordance with the relational database design; and manage
databases
 Design and develop the User Interfaces (UI) for Websites, Smartphones and Mobile
Phone Applications
 Update most recent and relevant data
 Verify that system meets performance criteria.
 Advice regarding program techniques and new technologies.
 Assist in ensuring the security of the web sites and applications
 Assist system analyst in developing RFP and outsourcing the system development
work.
II. Graphics/Web designer
 Assist Design, build and implement new web pages and sites;
 Design creative, cost effective solutions for websites
 Develop block diagrams and logic flowcharts
 Coordinate the planning, maintenance and accessibility of the website content in a
way that ensures consistency of the website’s look and feel;
 Integrate sites with back end applications, migrating legacy applications to the web;
 Maintain, modify and update existing websites. Keep website current, determine
sources and compile information for updates and inputs;
 Evaluate web pages for accuracy and functionality;
 Discuss user requirements for design, discuss technology and resolve technical
problems.
 Ensure the security of the websites with the help of the security analyst
 Keep organization’s website functioning smoothly. Identify, evaluate and solves
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website problems.
Organize user trainings

Position Title:
Position Level:

Assistant ICT Officer (Software Development)
P5

Roles and Responsibilities:
I. Computer Programmer
 Assist in design, development and implementation of computer application
programs;
 Assist in application coding and program testing;
 Develop block diagrams and logic flowcharts to represent operations and data flow
for routine applications;
 Assist in coding, installing, debugging and documenting routine application
programs.
 Follow the progress of the programs to ensure they are functioning properly and fix
any program errors that might occur.
 Assist in ensuring accuracy and efficiency of program outputs and debug source
code to isolate and correct errors in program logic, syntax, and data entry.
 Assist in preparing test data and written instructions for computer operations;
 Assist in maintaining program libraries, users' manuals, or technical documentation.
 Train the users on the usage of the application.
 Assist in database design and development
 Assist in writing SQL queries in accordance with the relational database design; and
manage databases
 Assist in designing and development of User Interfaces (UI) for Websites,
Smartphones and Mobile Phone Applications
 Assist in updating most recent and relevant data
II. Graphics/Web designer
 Assist in website design, editing and development of content;
 Design the look and feel of web pages/sites, publications, charts, newsletters, etc;
 Design creative, cost effective solutions for website design, publications, charts,
newsletters, etc;
 Maintain, modify and update the look and feel of existing websites.
 Provide alternative designs and information on techniques of graphic content, and
media requirements;
 Assist in discussing user requirements for design, discuss technology and resolve
technical problems.
 Assist in ensuring the security of the web sites
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4. Application Support
Application Support
Position Title:
Position Level:

ICT Technical Associate I (Application Support)
S1

Roles and responsibilities:


















Assist in collecting information to analyze and evaluate existing or proposed
systems;
Prepare detailed flowcharts and diagrams outlining systems capabilities and
processes in terms which managers or non-data-processing personnel can
understand;
Assist in preparing specifications for programmers to follow e.g. detailed descriptions
of records, files and documents used in processing;
Participate on a team designing, testing, and implementing software.
Perform daily backups and updates of files and other utility programs;
Troubleshoot and respond timely and accurately. Install and configure hardware and
software;
Install, configure, and maintain a variety of computer equipment including computer
terminals, printers, modems, personal computers and data communication
equipment;
Determine source and nature of computer malfunction using diagnostic and
application software. Adjusts repairs and replaces malfunctioning equipment.
Provide support for operation and maintenance of application systems.
Provide user training and awareness
Provide help desk services to users (hardware, software and networking).
Creates advanced system backup files.
Access to write and maintain system documentation.
Identifies, diagnoses, and resolves personal computer software and hardware,
communicates solutions to end-users.
Performs minor desktop hardware repair for PC computer equipment and peripherals
Follows established procedures to ensure systems and equipment security and
protect file integrity.
Install and maintain application servers and systems

Position Title:
Position Level:

ICT Technical Associate II (Application Support)
S2

Roles and responsibilities:






Assist in collecting information to analyze and evaluate existing or proposed
systems.
Prepare detailed flowcharts and diagrams outlining systems capabilities and
processes in terms which managers or non-data-processing personnel can
understand.
Assist in preparing specifications for programmers to follow e.g. detailed
descriptions of records, files and documents used in processing.
Participate on a team designing, testing, and implementing software.
Perform daily backups and updates of files and other utility programs.
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Troubleshoot and respond timely and accurately. Install and configure hardware
and software.
Install, configure, and maintain a variety of computer equipment including
computer terminals, printers, modems, personal computers and data
communication equipment.
Determine source and nature of computer malfunction using diagnostic and
application software. Adjusts repairs and replaces malfunctioning equipment.
Provide support for operation and maintenance of application systems.
Provide user training and awareness
Provide help desk services to users (hardware, software and networking).
Creates basic system backup files.
Access to write and maintain system documentation.
Provides one-on-one end-user problem resolution software.
Delivers, tags, sets up, and assists in the configuration of end-user, PC desktop
hardware, software and peripherals.
Offer technical assistance and application guidance to customers.

Position Title:
Position Level:

ICT Technician (Application Support)
S3

Roles and responsibilities:




Assist to troubleshoot and respond timely and accurately. Install and configure
hardware and software;
Assist to install, configure, and maintain a variety of computer equipment
including computer terminals, printers, modems, personal computers and data
communication equipment;
Assist to determine source and nature of computer malfunction using diagnostic
and application software. Adjusts repairs and replaces malfunctioning equipment.
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5. Network Analysis
Network Analysis
Position Title:
Position Level:

Deputy Chief ICT Officer (Network Analysis)
P2

Roles and responsibilities:









Plan, coordinate, direct and design ICT related activities including Data Center and
Network Architecture for the agency (architect the ICT infrastructure).
Set and ensure regulation of access to various files and database.
Develop and ensure implementation of business continuity and disaster recovery
plan (BC/DRP)
Ensure optimal network performance
Set information and network security policies;
Set documentation standards.
Serve as technical specialist in network problems and emergencies. Ensure
compliance to organization and government wide polices and standards
Conduct research on network related technologies and propose solutions to meet
organization needs.

Position Title:
Position Level:

Senior ICT Officer (Network Analysis)
P3

Roles and responsibilities:













Analyze network workload, monitor performance and diagnose problems;
Develop and implement network system and user security requirements;
Install, test, maintain and upgrade network operating systems software;
Configure and optimize network servers and systems;
Design and maintain physical network architecture and infrastructure;
Determine upgrades and new requirements)
Implement regulation of access to various files and database;
Implement business continuity and disaster recovery plan (BC/DRP)
Analyze and implement network load balancing and monitor performance;
Ensure implementation of information and network security system and policies;
Ensure network documentation is done based on standards set.
Manage vendors and contracts.

Position Title:
Position Level:

ICT Officer (Network Analysis)
P4

Roles and responsibilities:





Ensure the stable operation of the in-house computer network. This includes
planning, designing and deployment and optimizing all network hardware, software
and communication links.
Assist in configuring and optimizing network servers and systems;
Assist in designing and maintaining physical network architecture and infrastructure;
Assist to determine upgrades and new requirements)
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Assist in the regulation of access to various files and database;
Assist in implementing business continuity and disaster recovery plan (BC/DRP)
Assist in analyzing network workload, monitoring performance;
Implement information and network system and policies;
Provide network documentation based on standards set.
Assist in managing vendors and contracts.
Perform advanced troubleshooting.
Perform capacity monitoring, tuning and administration of the network;
Document network problems and resolutions for future reference.

Position Title:
Position Level:

Assistant ICT Officer (Network Analysis)
P5

Roles and responsibilities:














Troubleshoot networks to identify and correct malfunctions and other operational
difficulties;
Monitor and report on network traffic, usage and performance;
Analyze network efficiency by conducting network tests and running diagnostics to
forecast performance thresholds;
Determine appropriate architecture, topology, and transmission requirements for
installing voice, data and/or video applications;
Assist with reconfiguration, up gradation and troubleshoot computer hardware and
computer network.
Assist in capacity monitoring, tuning and administration of the network;
Troubleshoot network problems and correction of operational difficulties;
Assist in the regulation of access to various files and database;
Assist to document network problems and resolutions for future reference.
Assess users’ hardware and software requirements; prepare costing and select all
general hardware and software for the organization.
Assist in implementing of information and network security system and policies;
Provide network documentation based on standards set.
Analyze and resolve network problems in a timely and accurate fashion and provide
end user training where required.
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6. System Administration
Systems Administration
Position Title:
Position Level:

Senior ICT Officer (Systems Administration)
P3

Roles and Responsibilities:
Ensure effective and efficient mail system for organization.
 Set up Mail system
 Configure
 Monitor and Maintain
 Create Backup
 Secure system security
 Diagnose and troubleshoot system problems
 Update systems
 Provide user training
Ensure effective and efficient Application system Administration
 Install, maintain and up-grade software
 Administer database
 Troubleshoot
 Create backup of applications and data
 Provide user training
 Adding/deleting new system users
 Security monitoring and anti-virus
 Contribute to and maintain system standards.
 Repair and recovery of hardware /software.
Ensure effective web system development
 Set up web system
 Configure
 Monitor and Maintain
 Create Backup
 Secure System security
 Diagnose and troubleshoot system problems
 Update systems
 Provide user training
 Ensure compatibility with existing systems and network infrastructure
 Develop and implement system baseline.
 Review and recommend on the system audits documents
Position Title:
Position Level:

ICT Officer (Systems Administration)
P4

Roles and Responsibilities:
Develop mail system
 Set up Mail system
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Configure
Monitor and Maintain
Create Backup
Secure system security
Diagnose and troubleshoot system problems
Update systems
Provide user training

Manage Application system
 Install, maintain and up-grade software
 Administer database
 Troubleshoot
 Create backup of applications and data
 Provide user training
 Adding/deleting new system users
 Security monitoring and anti-virus
 Contribute to and maintain system standards
 Repair and recovery of hardware /software
Develop web system
 Set up web system
 Configure
 Monitor and Maintain
 Create Backup
 Secure System security
 Diagnose and troubleshoot system problems
 Update systems
 Provide user training
 Ensure compatibility with existing systems and network infrastructure
 Develop and implement system baseline.
 Preparation of documents for internal and external system audit
 Evaluate and /or recommends purchases and has a strong influence on the
purchasing process
 Administer a mid-sized site or assist in the administration of a larger site.
Position Title:
Position Level:

Assistant ICT Officer (System Administration)
P5

Roles and Responsibilities:
Assist in Mail system Development
 Set up Mail system
 Configure
 Monitor and Maintain
 Create Backup
 Secure System security
 Diagnose and troubleshoot system Problems
 Update systems
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Provide user training

Assist in Application system Administration
 Install, maintain and up-grade software
 Administer database
 Troubleshoot
 Create backup of applications and data
 Provide user training
 Adding/deleting new system users
 Security monitoring and anti-virus
 Contribute to and maintain system standards
 Repair and recovery of hardware /software
Assist in web system development
 Set up web system
 Configure
 Monitor and Maintain
 Create Backup
 Secure System security
 Diagnose and troubleshoot system problems
 Update systems
 Provide user training
 Ensure compatibility with existing systems and network infrastructure
 Develop and implement system baseline.
 Assist in Preparation of documents for internal and external system audit
 Provide Help Desk
 Manage software by ensuring license compliance and procuring new software
 Prepare users by designing and conducting training programs; providing references
and support

7. Security Analysis
Security Analysis
Position Title:
Position Level:

Chief ICT Officer (Security Analysis)
P1

Roles and responsibilities:







Develop ICT security plans and strategies.
Conduct research on ICT security related technologies and propose solutions to
meet organization needs.
Set and ensure ICT security policies and standards are complied.
Conduct risk assessment and provide recommendations for enhanced security
architecture and infrastructure for the organization.
Set and ensure documentation standards are complied.
Develop and ensure implementation of business continuity and disaster recovery
plan (BC/DRP)
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Advise organization users on the appropriate level of ICT security implementation.
Responsible for the complete life cycle management and administration of security
systems.
Manage enterprise security appliances (IDS/IPS) devices

Position Title:
Position Level:

Deputy Chief ICT Officer (Security Analysis)
P2

Roles and responsibilities:








Implement ICT security policies and standards.
Manage system information security architecture, design, operational planning, and
risk remediation activities.
Assist in conducting risk assessment and provide recommendations for enhanced
security architecture and infrastructure for the organization.
Provide ICT security documentation based on standards set.
Implement business continuity and disaster recovery plan (BC/DRP)
Assist in advising organization users on the appropriate level of ICT security
implementation.
Assist in managing enterprise security appliances (IDS/IPS) devices

Position Title:
Position Level:

Senior ICT Officer (Security Analysis)
P3

Roles and responsibilities:







Develop specifications to ensure compliance with security requirements at the
system
Assist in implementing ICT security policies and standards.
Assist in managing system information security architecture, design, operational
planning, and risk remediation activities.
Assist in providing ICT security documentation based on standards set.
Assist in implementing business continuity and disaster recovery plan (BC/DRP)
Develop specifications to ensure compliance with security requirements at the
system level.

8. Infrastructure Support
Infrastructure Support
Position Title:
ICT Technical Associate I (Infrastructure Support)
Position Level:
S1
Roles and responsibilities:




Assist to analyze network efficiency by conducting network tests and running
diagnostics to forecast performance thresholds;
Assist to monitor and report on network traffic, usage and performance;
Assist in determining appropriate architecture, topology, and transmission
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requirements for installing voice, data and/or video applications;
Develop basic interface programs;
Assist in troubleshooting network problems and correction of operational difficulties;
Assist in the development and implementation of network security architectures and
technologies;
Perform installation of security software for OS and hardware ;
Perform routine troubleshooting and maintenance of the network;
Develop specifications to ensure compliance with security requirements at the LAN
level
Troubleshoot and respond timely and accurately. Install and configure hardware and
software;
Diagnose and repair hardware problems, set up, configure and test equipment.
Perform preventative maintenance and install upgrades;
Maintain, implement, configure, and repair all computer systems and related
peripheral systems and equipments;
Interface with suppliers and service providers.
Provide help desk services to users (hardware, software and networking).
Conduct basic user training
Provide support for operation and maintenance of network systems.
Monitor and maintain the server systems.
Diagnose equipment failures and replace faulty parts to ICT equipment.
Set up and test new hardware and software.
Assist in analyzing and resolving end user hardware and software computer
problems in a timely and accurate fashion and provide end user training where
required;
Assist in selecting all general hardware and software for the organization.

Position Title:
Position Level:

ICT Technical Associate II (Infrastructure Support)
S2

Roles and responsibilities:













Perform installation of security software for OS and hardware ;
Perform routine troubleshooting and maintenance of the network;
Diagnose and repair hardware problems, set up, configure and test equipment.
Perform preventative maintenance and install upgrades;
Troubleshoot and respond timely and accurately. Install and configure hardware and
software;
Maintain, implement, configure, and repair all computer systems and related
peripheral systems and equipments;
Interface with suppliers and service providers
Provide help desk services to users (hardware, software and networking).
Conduct basic user training
Provide support for operation and maintenance of network systems.
Assist to monitor and maintain the server systems.
Assist to diagnose equipment failures and replace faulty parts to ICT equipment.
Assist to set up and test new hardware and software.
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Position Title:
Position Level:

ICT Technician (Infrastructure Support)
S3

Roles and responsibilities:




Assist to diagnose and repair hardware problems, set up, configure and test equipment.
Perform preventative maintenance and install upgrades
Assist to troubleshoot and respond timely and accurately. Install and configure hardware
and software;
Assist to maintain, implement, configure, and repair all computer systems and related
peripheral systems and equipments;

9. Infrastructure Specialist
Infrastructure Specialist
Position Title:
Position Level:

Infrastructure Specialist
ES3

Roles and responsibilities:





Develop ICT policies, procedures and best practices and ensure compliance.
Advise deployment, monitoring, maintenance, development, up gradation and provide
risk analysis for all Government-wide ICT Infrastructure.
Recommend cost-effective technology solutions for the whole Government.
Plan, coordinate, direct and design ICT related activities and architect ICT infrastructure
for the whole Government in line with ICT Master Plan.

10.

Telecom Analysis

Telecom Analysis
Position Title:
Position Level:

Chief ICT Officer (Telecom Analysis)
P1

Roles and Responsibilities:







Develop and establish telecom standards, policies, regulations and legislations
Develop telecom sector plans and strategies
Develop business case and project proposals
Encourage and facilitate operators to spread the basic communications (telephony
and mobile) and broadband services to ensure Universal Access
Facilitate establishment of emergency communication systems
Promote new technologies through pilot projects, orderly and efficient growth of
telecom infrastructure, conducive environment for infrastructure, regulations, private
sector participation and government support
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Position Title:
Position Level:

Deputy Chief ICT Officer (Telecom Analysis)
P2

Roles and Responsibilities:







Assist in developing and establishing telecom standards, policies, regulations and
legislations
Assist in developing telecom sector plans and strategies
Assist in developing business case and project proposals
Conduct telecom market research and carry out cost benefit analysis
Assist in facilitating establishment of emergency communication systems
Conduct research, collect data, make forecasts and publish reports on key ICT trends in
areas such as broadband Internet access, mobile and high-speed wireless and last mile
solutions

Position Title:
Position Level:

Senior ICT Officer (Telecom Analysis)
P3

Roles and Responsibilities:





Publish reports on country’s telecom sector
Assist in conducting telecom market research and carrying out cost benefit analysis
Manage national fiber assets
Assist in conducting research, collecting data, making forecasts and publishing
reports on key ICT trends in areas such as broadband Internet access, mobile, highspeed wireless and last mile solutions

Position Title:
Position Level:

ICT Officer (Telecom Analysis)
P4

Roles and Responsibilities:



Assist in publishing reports on country’s telecom sector
Assist in managing national fiber assets
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11.

Project Management

Project Management
Position Title:
Position Level:

Chief ICT Officer (Project Management)
P1

Roles and Responsibilities:
Lead teams in large and complex project, high value projects
Project Planning
 Develop project plan
 Define project objectives and deliverables
Scope
 Manage scope, including change request
Schedule
 Manage schedule
 Monitor and report project progress against project plan
Cost/Budget
 Manage project budget and cost overruns
Quality
 Develop quality management plan and ensure project meets its objectives
 Review deliverables
 Ensure compliance with project standards
 Ensure up-to-date project documentation
HR
 Manage and develop project teams
 Negotiate for additional personnel, if necessary
 Coach, mentor and supervise team members
 Manage and resolve conflicts
Communication
 Manage stakeholders expectations
 Develop and execute communications plan
 Advise users on change management issues
Risk
 Develop risk management plan and manage project risk
Procurement
 Conduct tender preparation, evaluation and award
 Perform contract and vendor management
Position Title:
Position Level:

Deputy Chief ICT Officer (Project Management)
P2

Roles and Responsibilities:
Lead teams in multiple medium-sized projects or a large-sized project (gov./national
level)
Project Planning
 Develop project plan
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Scope



Define project objectives and deliverables



Manage scope, including change request

Schedule
 Manage schedule
 Monitor and report project progress against project plan
Cost/Budget
 Manage project budget and cost overruns
Quality
 Develop quality management plan and ensure project meets its objectives
 Review deliverables
 Ensure compliance with project standards
 Ensure up-to-date project documentation
HR
 Manage and develop project teams
 Negotiate for additional personnel, if necessary
 Coach, mentor and supervise team members
 Manage and resolve conflicts
Communication
 Manage stakeholders expectations
 Develop and execute communications plan
 Advise users on change management issues
Risk
 Develop risk management plan and manage project risk
Procurement
 Conduct tender preparation, evaluation and award
 Perform contract and vendor management
Position Title:
Position Level:

Senior ICT Officer (Project Management)
P3

Roles and Responsibilities:
Lead in multiple small projects, a medium-sized project or assist the Project Manager of
a large project (agency level)
Project Planning
 Develop project plan
 Define project objectives and deliverables
Scope
 Manage scope, including change request
Schedule
 Manage schedule
 Monitor and report project progress against project plan
Cost/Budget
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Quality



Manage project budget and cost overruns






Develop quality management plan and ensure project meets its objectives
Review deliverables
Ensure compliance with project standards
Ensure up-to-date project documentation

HR

 Manage and develop project teams
 Negotiate for additional personnel, if necessary
 Coach, mentor and supervise team members
 Manage and resolve conflicts
Communication
 Manage stakeholders expectations
 Develop and execute communications plan
 Advise users on change management issues
Risk
 Develop risk management plan and manage project risk
Procurement
 Conduct tender preparation, evaluation and award
 Perform contract and vendor management

12.

Business Analysis

Business Analysis
Position Title:
Position Level:

Chief ICT Officer (Business Analysis)
P1

Roles and Responsibilities:











Develop IT plans and strategies that are aligned to organization goals
Identify business gap and challenges and translate that into IT opportunities
Analyze organizations existing systems and propose enhancements to better serve
the organizations need
Prepare business case and produce project proposals
Work with business unit to get the project proposals approved
Establish metric to measure project outcomes
Ensure that new IT systems meet organization needs
Architect processes and data integration across organization
Identify and recommend suitable technologies that will create value for the
organization
Supervise, mentor and lead teams

Position Title:
Position Level:

Deputy Chief ICT Officer (Business Analysis)
P2

Roles and Responsibilities:
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Determine scope and feasibility
Gather requirements
Develop functional specifications
Communicate requirements to developer
Work with QAT to ensure requirements are met
Communicate change request to development team.
Highlight business impact due to project delays.

Position Title:
Position Level:

Senior ICT Officer (Business Analysis)
P3

Roles and Responsibilities:







13.

Assist to determine scope and feasibility
Assist in requirements gathering
Compile and document requirements gathered
Suggest improvements to business processes
Co-ordinate testing with Quality Assurance Team(QAT)
Carry out related task assigned by supervisor.

Application Specialist

Application Specialist
Position Title:
Position Level:

Application Specialist
ES3

Roles and Responsibilities:






Plan, coordinate, direct and design ICT related activities and architect ICT for the whole
Government in line with ICT Master Plan
Recommend cost-effective technology solutions for the whole Government
Advise deployment, monitoring, maintenance, development, up gradation and provide
risk analysis for all Government-wide ICT Application
Develop ICT policies, procedures and best practices and ensure compliance
Develop IT tactical plans and budgets; perform IT investment, analyses and capital
planning; make the business case for IT initiatives
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Competency Descriptors and Matrix
Competencies are totally new. There are 19 competencies identified. Competencies have been
identified to directly enhance the capability of the ICT professionals in fulfilling their roles and
responsibilities. For instance, the competency “ICT Strategic Planning” shall prepare staff to
embark on more planning activities while the competency “ICT Outsourcing” will enable the staff
to manage ICT vendors more effectively.
Top five competencies have been prioritized for each role to ensure that a position is neither too
relaxed nor over burdened; but, enough to warrant that a position is competent to deliver its
roles and responsibilities.

1. Competency Description
Technical-Related

Description

1

ICT Strategic Planning

2

ICT Governance

3

Business Alignment /
Business Analysis

Able to formulate ICT plans that translate organizational
vision and strategic goals to impactful and effective ICT
initiatives and projects.
Able to formulate and implement ICT governance
structures, policies, standards and procedures to govern
the use of ICT in the organization that best meets its
needs, while complying with established security and
quality standards.
Able to maintain an ICT Portfolio that aligns ICT
investment and delivery to an organization’s business
plan(s) and outcome(s), and to ensure that ICT continues
to stay affordable, relevant and supports strategic and
operational goals.

4

Emerging ICT Technology

5

Technical Operations

6

Infrastructure Design and
Deployment

7

Network Management

8

Telecommunications
Technology

Able to understand the user needs.
Able to understand the technology environment, global
trends and innovation in the infocomm industry. Able to
evaluate relevant new concepts, methodologies,
approaches, products and services that can be applied or
adapted in the organization's business.
Able to provide day to day support to users on hardware,
software. Able to carry out installation, configuration and
trouble shooting.
Able to analyse the requirements of application systems,
plan, build and deploy an infrastructure to meet the
organization's needs.
Able to understand network, platform, building facilities,
storage infrastructure so as to provide a stable, scalable
and secure ICT infrastructure.
Able to plan, analyse, design and implement network
systems and to administer, maintain and support network
systems.
Able to plan, analyze, coordinate and implement
telecommunications projects and able to develop policies,

2

Technical-Related

9

ICT Outsourcing

10

Project Management

11

Change Management

12

Quality Management

Description
regulations and standards.
Able to effectively engage and manage the External
Service Provider(s) (who supplies the people, processes,
tools and methodologies) to deliver ICT solutions and
services as promised.
Able to manage schedule, project cost, quality, project
risk, resources and procurement and ensure that projects
are executed as planned to meet identified organization's
needs.
Able to engage the stakeholders to adapt to dynamic
situations and support change outcomes, and minimise
negative impact. Knowledge of methodologies and tools in
the change management process to achieve
organization's outcomes.
Able to ensure that projects meet user requirements,
complying to established policies and standards.
Able to apply established quality framework, practices and
procedures.

13

Infocomm Security

14

Business Process ReEngineering

15

Knowledge of Government
Operating Environment

16

Application Software

17

Contingency Planning

Able to analyze performance levels and improve level of
services on a continuous basis.
Able to define security requirements, recommend and
implement relevant and appropriate security controls by
applying security principles, policies and best practices.
Able to understand business processes of an organization
and redesign/reengineer these processes to make them
more efficient and effective by removing redundancies.
Able to apply tools in analysis, development and
integration of systems of the organization in order to
achieve organizational outcomes.
Able to understand government structure, policies and
procedures, including the rationale, underlying dynamics
and interdependencies amongst agencies and other
stakeholders.
Able to understand the core business, priorities,
personalities, culture of customer(s) and its business
environment to ensure alignment with national and user's
objectives.
Knowledge of best-of-breed Commercial Off-The-Shelf
Software (COTS) and Open Source software so as to be
able to recommend and implement the best solutions to
address the strategic needs of Government organizations.
Able to develop and validate contingency plan for how an
organization will recover and restore partially or
completely interrupted critical function(s) within a
predetermined time after a disaster or extended
disruption.

3

Technical-Related

Description

18

Systems Analysis and Design

19

Programming

Able to perform requirements specifications, design, test
and deploy systems using standard software development
methodologies and tools.
Able to develop, test, debug and maintain systems using
appropriate programming tools.

2. Competency Matrix

4

3. Training Roadmap
A training roadmap has been developed for each identified roles and is based on the
competencies defined for that role.
The sequencing of the competency training is based on priority, with the most important
competency scheduled to be trained first. The target is to provide two trainings (one for each
competency) per role per year. That way, professionals would be trained in all five
competencies within three years.
Training Roadmap is the main input for formulating Five-Year (FY) HRD Plan for short-term
trainings. The current one has been the input for the 11th FY HRD Plan.
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1

Career Path for RGoB ICT professionals
The career path for the ICT Professionals can be categorized into two tracks: Infrastructure
Track and Application Track. Within this track, as long as a person starts his career at P5 or P4,
he can aspire to the highest position in the bureaucracy; that is Secretary.
Like the rest of the professions in the civil service, ICT professionals would have to make
decision after P2 whether to continue in their profession (specialization) or move over to
management. Even before reaching P2, one can change one’s area of focus. This can be done
either via career switch or via promotion as long as his qualification and competencies are
relevant to the new role.
For support positions, a minimum of three promotions are guaranteed subject to performance.
However, to move to professional and management category, one must possess a bachelor’s
degree and succeed in Bhutan Civil Service Examination.

2

Explanation of Each Arrow Found in the Career Path
Arrow
#

Description

1

Software Development (p5) can become System Analysis
(p4)
Software Development (p4) can become System Analysis
(p3)
Software Development (p3) can become System Analysis
(p2)
Software Development (p4) can become System Analysis
(p4)
Software Development (p3) can become System Analysis
(p3)

Promotion

System Analysis(p4) can become Project Manager (p3)
System Analysis (p3) can become Project Manager (p2)
System Analysis (p2) can become Project Manager (p1)
System Analysis (p2) can become Project Manager (p2)
System Analysis (p3) can become Project Manager (p3)

Promotion
Promotion
Promotion
Switch
Switch

System Analysis (p4) can become Business Analysis (p3)
System Analysis (p3) can become Business Analysis (p2)
System Analysis (p2) can become Business Analysis (p1)
System Analysis (p3) can become Business Analysis (p3)
System Analysis (p2) can become Business Analysis (p2)

Promotion
Promotion
Promotion
Switch
Switch

Project Management (p3) can become ICT Management
(p2)
project Management (p2) can become ICT Management
(p1)
Project Management (p3) can become ICT Management
(p3)
Project Management (p2) can become ICT Management
(p2)

Promotion

ICT Management (p3) can become Project Management
(p2)
ICT Management (p2) can become Project Management
(p1)
ICT Management (p3) can become Project Management
(p3)
ICT Management (p2) cab become Project Management
(p2)

Promotion

2

3

Reason

3

Promotion
Promotion
Switch
Switch

Promotion
Switch
Switch

Promotion
Switch
Switch

4

Business Analysis (p1) can become Application Specialist
(ES3)

Provided that he had
served as an ICT
Management before.

5

System Analysis (p4) can become ICT Management (p3)
System Analysis (p3) can become ICT Management (p2)
System Analysis (p3) can become ICT Management (p3)
System Analysis (p2) can become ICT Management (p2)

promotion
Promotion
Promotion
Switch

6

Business Analysis (p3) can become ICT Management (p2)
Business Analysis (p2) can become ICT Management (p1)
Business Analysis (p3) can become ICT Management (p3)
Business Analysis (p2) can become ICT Management (p2)

Promotion
Promotion
Switch
Switch

7

Network Analysis (p4)can become Project Management
(p3)
Network Analysis(p3) can become Project Management
(p2)
Network Analysis (p2) can become Project Management
(p1)
Network Analysis (p3) can become Project Management
(p3)
Network Analysis (p2) can become Project Management
(p2)

Promotion

8

Network Analysis (p5) can become Telecom Analysis (p4)
Network Analysis (p4) can become Telecom Analysis (p3)
Network Analysis (p3) can become Telecom Analysis(p2)
Network Analysis (p2) can become Telecom Analysis (p1)
Network Analysis (p4) can become Telecom Analysis (p4)
Network Analysis (p3) can become Telecom Analysis (p3)
Network Analysis (p2) can become Telecom Analysis (p2)

Promotion
Promotion
Promotion
Promotion
Switch
Switch
Switch

9

Network Analysis (p4) can become Security Analysis ( p3)
Network Analysis (p3) can become Security Analysis ( p2)
Network Analysis (p2) can become Security Analysis (p1)
Network Analysis (p3) can become Security Analysis ( p3)
Network Analysis (p2) can become Security Analysis (p2)

Promotion
Promotion
Promotion
Switch
Switch

10

System Administration (p5) can become Network Analysis
(p4)
System Administration (p4) can become Network Analysis
(p3)

Promotion

4

Promotion
Promotion
Switch
Switch

Promotion

System Administration (P3) can become Network Analysis
(p2)
System Administration (p5) can become Network Analysis
(p5)
System Administration (p4) can become Network Analysis
(p4)
System Administration (p3) can become Network Analysis
(p3)

Promotion

System Administration (p4) can become Security Analysis
(p3)
System Administration (p3) can become Security Analysis
(p2)
System Administration (p3) can become Security Analysis
(p3)

Promotion

12

Security Analysis (p2) can become ICT Management (p1)

Promotion

13

Network Analysis (p4) can become ICT Management (p3)
Network Analysis (p3) can become ICT Management (p2)
Network Analysis (p2) can become ICT Management (p1)
Network Analysis (p3) can become ICT Management (p3)
Network Analysis (p2) can become ICT Management (p2)

Promotion
Promotion
Promotion
switch
switch

14

Telecom Analysis (p4) can become ICT Management (p3)
Telecom Analysis (p3) can become ICT Management (p2)
Telecom Analysis (p2) can become ICT Management (p1)
Telecom Analysis (p3) can become ICT Management (p3)
Telecom Analysis (p2) can become ICT Management (p2)

Promotion
Promotion
Promotion
Switch
Switch

15

Security Analysis (p1) can become Infra specialist (ES3)

Promotion

16

ICT Management (p1) can become EX3

Promotion

Project Management cannot become Application
Specialist
System Administration cannot become ICT Management

Competency
Mismatch
Competency
Mismatch
Competency
Mismatch

11

Note:

Software Development cannot become ICT Management

5

Switch
Switch
Switch

Promotion
Switch
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Section I
1. Current situation
Currently, ICT HR is facing many challenges. Some of the key challenges are that the ICT professionals are too involved in
operational work and they lacked the opportunity and capability to plan and strategize. As a result, the agencies have the
perception that ICT are not adding value and to a certain extent, underutilised. ICT professionals, on the other hand, do not find
the work challenging.
As the ICT professionals are thinly spread even within the agencies, they have no choice but to end up doing all kinds of ICT
work, from trouble shooting to application development. As a result, they do not have a chance to focus and specialize on specific
areas of ICT.
As a result of all these factors, the ICT professionals in RGoB are generally not very motivated.

2. Areas to be covered in professionalizing ICT HR
Human Resources (HR) are one of the five components of Parenting Model. It is the key to the Parenting Model. The way HR is
managed would determine success or failure of ICT Management System. Thus, ensuring effective HR management is a
prerequisite to achieving a sound ICT Management System.
HR Process
HR is divided into HR Management and HR Development. There are 16 HR processes: 12 for HR Management and four for HR
Development.
HRM
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Pre-service Recruitment (P5 – P4);
Pre-service Recruitment (S2);
In-service Recruitment (P3 – P1);
Performance Appraisal System;
Meritorious & Fast-track Promotion;
Broad-banded Promotion;
Open Competition Promotion (Vacant ICT Post);
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8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
HRD
13.
14.
15.
16.

Transfer (periodic, agency-initiated, and individual request);
Extraordinary Leave (More than three months);
Leave: Bereavement, Casual, Earned, Maternity, Medical & Paternity;
Administrative Discipline; and
Separation.

Agency-funded Short-term Training;
DITT-funded Short-term Training;
Donor-funded Short-term Training (APT, ITU, GOI etc through MoIC); and
Study Leave;

All these processes are explained with flow charts and detailed process descriptions in Part II
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Section II – HR Processes

4

1. Pre-service Recruitment (P5-P4)
a. Process Flow

5

b. Process Description
Steps
1

Step Name

2

Send Requisition to MoIC,
HRD.
Review and Recommend.

3

Send Requisition to RCSC.

4
5
6
7

8

Approve.
Conduct Preliminary Exam.
Conduct Main Exam.
Issue Appointment Order,
Conduct Orientation, Send
Recruit & Update CSIS.
Conduct Orientation.

9

Issue Order & Send Recruit.

10

Conduct Site Orientation.

11

Inform MoIC, HRD.

12

Inform Agency, HRD.

13

Inform Agency, HRD.

Start
Date

Responsible
Detailed Process Description
Party
Agency,
HRD shall send requisition to MoIC with details
HRD
based on Staffing Pattern.
MoIC, HRD HRD shall review and recommend to MoIC,
HRC. If no, go to Step 13.
MoIC, HRD If recommended, HRD shall send proposal to
RCSC.
RCSC
RCSC
RCSC
RCSC

RCSC shall approve. If no, go to Step 11.
As per RCSC process.
As per RCSC process.
RCSC shall issue appointment; conduct
orientation, send recruit to MoIC, HRD and
update CSIS.
MoIC; HRD HRD in collaboration with DITT shall conduct
& DITT
week-long orientation to groom new recruits.
MoIC, HRD Upon orientation, HRD shall issue order and
send recruits to Agency, HRD.
Agency, ICT ICT Head shall conduct Site Orientation to
Head
familiarize new recruit.
RCSC
If requisition is not approved, RCSC shall
inform MoIC, HRD.
MoIC, HRD Based on Step 11, HRD shall inform Agency
HRD.
MoIC, HRD If requisition is not approved, HRD shall inform
Agency, HRD.
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Controls
&Templates
Details.
Staffing Pattern.
Details.
Staffing Pattern.
Details.
Staffing Pattern.

2. Pre-Service Recruitment (S2)
a. Process Flow
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b. Process Description
Steps
1

Step Name

3

Send Requisition to MoIC,
HRD.
Review and Seek HRC
Approval.
Announce in Media.

4

Conduct Selection Interview.

5

7

Seek HRC Approval & Declare
Results.
Issue Appointment Order and
Update CSIS.
Conduct Orientation.

8

Issue Order & Send Recruit.

9

Conduct Site Orientation.

10

Inform Agency, HRD.

2

6

Start
Date

Responsible
Detailed Process Description
Party
Agency,
HRD shall send requisition to MoIC with details
HRD
based on Staffing Pattern.
MoIC, HRD HRD shall review and seek MoIC, HRC
approval. If no, go to Step 10.
MoIC, HRD Based on HRC approval, HRD shall announce
in media.
MoIC, HRD HRD shall conduct selection interview as per
Chapter 4 of BCSR.
MoIC, HRD HRD shall seek HRC approval and declare
results.
MoIC, HRD HRD shall issue appointment order with copy
to all concerned.
MoIC; HRD HRD in collaboration with DITT shall conduct
& DITT
week-long orientation to groom new recruits.
MoIC, HRD Upon orientation, HRD shall issue order and
send recruits to Agency, HRD.
Agency, ICT ICT Head shall conduct Site Orientation to
Head
familiarize new recruit.
MoIC, HRD If requisition is not approved, HRD shall inform
Agency, HRD
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Controls
&Templates
Details.
Staffing Pattern.
Details.
Staffing Pattern.
Details.

3. In-Service Recruitment (P3 – P1)
a. Process Flow
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b. Process Description
Steps

Step Name

1

Send Requisition to MoIC, HRD.

2

Send Transfer List &
Requirements.
Match Position Requirements with
Qualification and Training of
Transfer List send to MoIC,HRD.

3

Start
Date

Responsibl
e Party
Agency,
HRD
MoIC, HRD
MoIC, DITT

4

Consult Relieving & Receiving
Agency.

MoIC, HRD

5

Seek HRC Approval.

MoIC, HRD

6

Issue Transfer Order.

MoIC, HRD

7

Update CSIS.

8

Inform MoIC, HRD.

Agency,
HRD
MoIC; DITT

9

Inform Agency, HRD.

MoIC, HRD

10

Recruit through Open
Competition.

Agency,
HRD

10

Detailed Process Description
HRD shall send requisition to MoIC with details
based on Staffing Pattern.
HRD shall review and send transfer list with
detailed requirements to DITT.
DITT shall carry out a detailed matching
exercise based on position requirements and
send to HRD.
If no, go to Step 8.
HRD shall conduct both relieving and receiving
Agency, with special attention to Constitutional
Office
If OK with both relieving and receiving Agency,
HRD shall seek HRC approval.
HRD shall issue transfer order with copy to all
concerned.
HRD shall update CSIS.
DITT shall inform MoIC, HRD if there is no
match on the number of candidates and posts.
HRD shall inform Agency, HRD on transfer
being not possible.
HRD shall:
 Recruit through open competition;
 Seek RCSC approval; and
 Complete rest of the process.
For P1 Positions, RCSC &MoIC shall participate
as panel members.

Controls
&Templates
Details.
Staffing
Pattern.
Details.

4. Performance Appraisal
a. Process Flow
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b. Process Description
Step
s
1&
10
2&
11

Step Name

Start Date

Prepare Annual Work
Plan.
Conduct Joint Review.

June

3&
12

Approve& Maintain
Work Plan.

June

4&
13

If required, Conduct
Joint Review after six
months.

5&
14

Approve& Maintain
Work Plan.

6&
15

Review and
EvaluatePerformance.

July

7&
16

Forward Rating to
HRD.

July

Secretary/Hea
d of Agency,
ICT Head

Manager shall forward performance rating to HRD.

8

Compile and seek
approval.

August

HRD (Agency
&MoIC)

HRD shall seek HRC approval.

June

January

Responsible
Party
Staff& ICT
Head
Secretary/Hea
d of Agency,
ICT Head and
staff
Secretary/Hea
d of Agency,
ICT Head
Secretary/Hea
d of Agency,
ICT Head and
staff
Secretary/Hea
d of Agency,
ICT Head
Secretary/Hea
d of Agency,
ICT Head and
staff

Detailed Process Description
Every staff and ICT head shall complete his annual
work plan as per Annexure 12/2.
Work plan shall be reviewed by Secretary/Head of
Agency for ICT Head, and he shall do the same for
his staff. It shall be mutually agreed and approved by
the Secretary or Head, whoever is the manager.
Manager shall approve annual work plan and
maintain it.
Manager (Secretary/ICT Head) and employee (ICT
Head/staff) shall review work plan after six months, if
required only. Make and agree on changes, if any,
including areas for improvement etc.
Manager shall approve annual work plan and
maintain it. If review is not required, manager shall
continue maintaining the work plan initially approved.
Employee shall first do his performance rating for the
past one year by transferring outputs and
competencies from Annexure 12/2 to Annexure 12/3.
Then, it shall be rated by his manager.
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Controls
&Templates
HR – 1: BCSR
Annexure 12/2
HR – 1: BCSR
Annexure 12/2
HR – 1: BCSR
Annexure 12/2
HR – 1: BCSR
Annexure 12/2
HR – 1: BCSR
Annexure 12/2
HR – 1: BCSR
Annexure
12/2&
HR – 2: BCSR
Annexure 12/3
HR – 1: BCSR
Annexure
12/2&
HR – 2: BCSR
Annexure 12/3

Step
s
9

17

Step Name
Update in CSIS.

Provide feedback
about supervisor if
asked.

Start Date
Deadline
is
Septembe
r

Responsible
Party
HRD (Agency
&MoIC)

ICT Head and
Staff

Detailed Process Description

Controls
&Templates

HRD shall update rating in CSIS.

ICT staff shall provide feedback about their ICT head
if and when asked by the agency HRD or RCSC. The
ICT head shall provide feedback about his/her agency
head if and when asked by the agency HRD or RCSC

13

HR – 1: BCSR
Annexure
12/2&
HR – 2: BCSR
Annexure 12/3

5. Meritorious & Fast-Track Promotion
a. Process Flow
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b. Process Description
Steps

Step Name

Start
Date

Responsible
Detailed Process Description
Party
Agency, ICT ICT Head shall recommend staff for
Head
Meritorious or Fast-track promotion to Agency,
HRD.

1

Recommend.

2

Review and recommend.

3

Recommend.

4

Review and recommend.

5

Approve.

RCSC

6

Issue Order& Update in CSIS.

RCSC

7
8
9

Inform MoIC, HRD.
Inform Agency, HRD
Inform Agency, ICT Head.

Agency,
HRD
Agency,
HRC
MoIC, HRC

RCSC
MoIC, HRD
Agency,
HRD

HRD shall review and recommend to HRC.
HRC shall study and recommend to MoIC,
HRD.
If HRC does not recommend, go to Step 9.
HRD, MoIC shall put up to HRC for review and
recommendation to RCSC.
If HRC does not recommend, go to Step 8.
RCSC shall approve or regret. If not approved,
go to Step 7.
If approved, RCSC shall issue order with copy
to all concerned and update information in
CSIS.
If no, RCSC shall inform MoIC, HRD.
If no, HRD shall inform Agency, HRD.
If no, HRD shall inform ICT Head.

15

Controls
&Templates
BCSR: Annexure
13/1 (HR 3);
13/2 (HR-4);
13/3 (HR-5);
13/4 (HR-6).

6. Broad Banded Promotion
a. Process Flow
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b. Process Description
Steps

Step Name

Start Date

Responsible
Detailed Process Description
Party
April/September
Agency,
Agency shall compile eligible list for
HRD
promotion as per BCSR schedule
including required documents.

1

Compile promotion list.

2

Seek HRC Approval.

Agency,
HRD

3

Issue Order with copy to
RCSC &MoIC, HRD.

Agency,
HRD

4

Update in CSIS.

5

Inform ICT Head.

6

Inform ICT Staff

Agency,
HRD
Agency,
HRD
Agency, ICT
Head

17

Agency shall recommend to HRC for
approval.
If HRC regrets, HRD shall inform ICT
Head who in turn shall convey the same
to staff.
Agency shall issue promotion order with
copy to RCSC (all documents to be
attached).
Agency shall update information in CSIS.
If Steps 1 & 2 is a ‘No’, HRD shall inform
ICT Head.
Based on Step 5, ICT Head shall inform
staff.

Controls
&Templates
- Eligibility
- Performance
- Security
clearance
-Audit Clearance
- Eligibility
- Performance
- Security
clearance
-Audit Clearance

7. Open Competition Promotion (Vacant ICT Position)
a. Process Flow
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b. Process Description
Steps

Step Name

Start
Date

Responsible
Party
Agency,
HRD
Agency,
HRD

1

Compile Vacancies.

2

Request for Transfer.

3

MoIC, HRD

4

Explore Transfer (in
consultation with DITT).
Seek HRC Approval.

5

Issue Office Order.

MoIC, HRD

6

Update CSIS.

MoIC, HRD

7

Inform Agency, HRD.

MoIC, HRD

8

Recruit through Open
Competition.

Agency,
HRD

MoIC, HRD

Detailed Process Description
HRD shall compile vacancies based on
staffing.
HRD shall request MoIC, HRD for transfer to
fill in vacancy. Request shall detail all
requirements.
HRD – in consultation with DITT – shall
explore transfer. If no, go to Step 7.
If transfer is possible, HRD shall seek HRC
approval.
If transfer is approved, HRD shall issue order
with copy to Agency HRD, RCSC and
individual.
HRD shall update information in CSIS. And
the process ends here for transfer.
HRD shall inform Agency, HRD if transfer is
not possible.
HRD shall:
 Recruit through open competition;
 Seek RCSC approval; and
 Complete rest of the process.
For P1 Positions, RCSC &MoIC shall
participate as panel members.
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Controls
&Templates
Staffing
pattern.
Detailed
requirements.

8. Transfer
a. Process Flow
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b. Process Description
Steps

Step Name

1

Request for Transfer.

2

Recommend Request.

3

Send Recommendation.

Start
Date

Responsible
Party
Agency,
Staff
Agency,
HRD
(Relieving )
Agency,
HRD
(Relieving )

4

Request for Transfer.

Agency,
HRD
(Receiving )

5

Initiate Transfer.

MoIC, HRD

6

Send Transfer List to DITT.

MoIC, HRD

Detailed Process Description
Staff shall request for transfer based on
personal reason. E.g., on marital ground.
HRD shall review and recommend to HRC.
If OK, recommendation shall be sent to
MoIC, HRD.
If no, go to Step 14.
HRD shall send recommendation to MoIC,
HRD.
MoIC, HRD shall add to the ‘Cylinder’ of
Transfer.

Based on need of new staff or replacement,
HRD shall send transfer request to MoIC,
HRD.
MoIC, HRD shall add to the ‘Cylinder’ of
Transfer.
HRD shall initiate or process transfer based
on the ‘Cylinder of Transfer’. Time-bound
transfer shall be the main source for starting
this process while others (staff and agency
request etc.) would contribute in activating
it.
On other words, the ‘Cylinder’ of Transfer
which is the database shall be the starting
point for HRD to initiate transfer process.
HRD shall send transfer list to DITT with all

21

Controls &Templates
Evidence/Documents.
Evidence/Documents.

Evidence/Documents.
‘Cylinder’ of Transfer
is a database for
transfer, based on:
 Staff request;
 Agency request;
and
 Time-bound
transfer list.
‘Cylinder’ of
Transfer.

‘Cylinder’ of
Transfer.

Steps

Step Name

Start
Date

Responsible
Party

7

Determine Job and Position fit.

MoIC, DITT

8

Send to List to MoIC, HRD.

MoIC, DITT

9

Consult Relieving and
Receiving Agency.

MoIC, HRD

10

Seek HRC Approval.

MoIC, HRD

11

Issue Order and Update CSIS.

MoIC, HRD

12

Inform Agency, HRD.

MoIC, HRD

13

Inform ICT Staff.

Agency,
HRD

14

Inform ICT Staff.

MoIC, HRD

15

Acknowledge.

ICT Staff

Detailed Process Description
details.
DITT shall determine job and position fit
based on qualification, training, competency
etc.
DITT shall send list to HRD after
determining job and position fit.
HRD shall consult relieving and receiving
Agency, HRD on the proposed transfer.
If no, refer ‘Cylinder’ where it shall be kept in
view.
HRD shall seek HRC approval.
If no, go to step 12.
HRD shall issue order with copy to all
concerned and update CSIS.
If HRC does not approve transfer, HRD
shall inform Agency, HRD.
If Agency, HRD/HRC does not recommend
transfer proposal, HRD shall inform staff
who requested for transfer.
HRD shall inform staff due for transfer via
email. This is form information and as a
matter of professional courtesy.
Staff shall acknowledge receipt of
information.
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Controls &Templates

9. Agency Funded Short-term Training
a. Process Flow
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b. Process Description
Steps

Step Name

Start
Date

Responsible
Detailed Process Description
Party
Agency,
HRD shall review training needs based on
HRD
HRD Master Plan and project, and determine if
there are trainings relevant to ICT staff. See if
ICT staff is eligible.

Controls
&Templates
Eligibility.
Relevance.

1

Review training needs.

2

Consult ICT Head.

Agency,
HRD

Consult ICT Head. If OK, process nomination.

3

Process nomination.

Agency,
HRD

HRD shall process training nomination.

Eligibility.
Relevance.
Past training.

4

Seek HRC approval.

Agency,
HRD& HRC

HRD shall seek HRC approval with all details.

Same as above.

5

Administer training.

Agency,
HRD

HRD shall arrange travel, travel documents
and inform AFD to release DSA, fees etc.

Ticketing.

Agency,
HRD

HRD shall inform ICT Head on the award of
training to staff with all details.

This process must
be carried out
simultaneously
with that at Step 5.

6

Inform ICT Head.

7

Inform Staff.

8
9

ICT Head

ICT Head shall inform his staff with all details.

Attend Training.

Staff

Submit Training Report.

Staff

Staff shall attend training as per approval.
Staff shall submit training report to HRD as per
BCSR provisions.

24

Passport/visa, if
required.

BCSR Annexure
9/13 (HR – 7);
9/14 (HR – 8); &
9/15 (HR – 9).

10

Update CSIS.

Agency,
HRD

HRD shall update training details in CSIS.

10. Donor Funded Short-term Training (APT, ITU, GoI etc through MoIC)
a. Process Flow
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b. Process Description
Steps

Step Name

Start
Date

Responsible
Detailed Process Description
Party
MoIC, HRD HRD shall receive training offer from donors.
MoIC, HRD HRD shall study training offer and
recommend, Agency ICT staff as the target, to
HRC.
MoIC, HRD HRD, based on HRC approval, shall send offer
to DITT with specific information that the offer
is targeted to Agency ICT Staff.
MoIC, DITT DITT shall identify nominees based on
relevance and eligibility.
If there are no eligible candidates, go to Step
13.
MoIC, DITT After identifying, DITT shall send nominations
to HRD.

1
2

Receive Training Offer.
Study and Recommend.

3

Offer Training to DITT.

4

Identify Nominees.

5

Send Nominations to HRD.

6

Consult Agency, HRD seek
HRC approval.

MoIC, HRD

7

Inform Agency, HRD.

MoIC, HRD

8

Relieve and Inform.

9

Administer training.

Agency,
HRD
MoIC, HRD

10
11

Attend Training.
Submit Training Report.

Staff
Staff

HRD shall consult Agency, HRD and
determine whether the nominee can attend
training. If OK, seek HRC approval.
HRD shall inform Agency, HRD on the
outcome of HRC decision. If approved, all
details shall be communicated.
Agency, HRD shall relieve nominee and
inform MoIC, HRD.
HRD shall arrange travel, travel documents
and inform AFD to release DSA, fees etc.
Staff shall attend training.
Staff shall submit training report to MoIC, HRD
as per BCSR provisions.
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Controls
&Templates

Ensure more
nominations than
slots.

Ticketing.
Passport/visa, if
required.
BCSR Annexure
9/13 (HR – 7);
9/14 (HR – 8); &

Steps

Step Name

Start
Date

Responsible
Party

12

Update CSIS.

MoIC, HRD

13

Inform HRD.

MoIC, DITT

Detailed Process Description

MoIC, HRD shall update training details in
CSIS.
If there are no nominations, DITT shall inform
HRD. HRD shall re-start process.
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Controls
&Templates
9/15 (HR – 9).

11. DITT Funded Short-term Training
a. Process Flow
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b. Process Description
Steps

Step Name

Start
Date

Responsible
Detailed Process Description
Party
MoIC, DITT DITT shall send training offer to MoIC, HRD
with details.

1

Send Training Offer to HRD.

2

Match training with eligible
candidates.

MoIC, HRD

HRD shall match training with candidates
based on HRD Master Plan & BCSR.

3

Consult Agency, HRD.

MoIC, HRD

4

Seek HRC approval.

MoIC, HRD

HRD shall consult Agency to ascertain if
nominee can attend training.
HRD shall seek HRC approval. If not
approved, process ends here.

5

Inform Agency, HRD.

MoIC, HRD

HRD shall inform Agency, HRD with training
details.

6

Relieve nominee and inform
HRD, MoIC.

Agency,
HRD

HRD shall relieve nominee and inform MoIC,
HRD.

7

Administer Training.

MoIC, HRD

HRD shall arrange travel, travel documents
and inform AFD to release DSA, fees etc.

8

Attend Training.

Staff

Staff shall attend training.

9

Submit Training Report.

Staff

Staff shall submit training report to MoIC, HRD
as per BCSR provisions.

10

Update CSIS.

MoIC, HRD

HRD shall update training details in CSIS.
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Controls
&Templates

BCSR & HRD
Master Plan.

Details of training.

Ticketing.
Passport/visa, if
required.

BCSR Annexure
9/13 (HR – 7);
9/14 (HR – 8); &
9/15 (HR – 9).

12. Extraordinary Leave (more than 3 months)
a. Process Flow
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b. Process Description
Steps

Step Name

Start
Date

Responsible
Detailed Process Description
Party
Staff
Staff shall put up leave application to Agency,
ICT Head.

Controls
&Templates
Supporting
Documents.

Agency, ICT ICT head shall recommend leave to HRD with
Head
all details.

Same as above.

1

Apply for Leave.

2

Recommend.

3

Consult MoIC, HRD& request
MoIC, HRD for replacement, if
needed.

4

ConsultMoIC, DITT.

MoIC,HRD

HRD shall consult DITT on the proposal from
Agency.

5

Give feedback.

MoIC, DITT

6

Send feedback to Agency,
HRD.

MoIC, HRD

DITT shall give feedback to MoIC, HRD
including possibility of replacement.
HRD shall send feedback to Agency, HRD.

7

Seek HRC approval

Agency,
HRD

HRD shall seek HRC approval. If no, go to
Step 12.

8

Issue order & update CSIS.

Agency,
HRD

HRD shall issue order with copy to MoIC, HRD
and RCSC, and update CSIS.

9

Keep record

MoIC, HRD

HRD shall keep record and inform DITT.

10

Activate replacement, if
needed.

MoIC, HRD

HRD shall activate replacement process, if
needed.

11

Inform DITT.

MoIC, HRD

HRD shall inform DITT on either or both of
Steps 10 & 11 as case may be.

12

Inform Agency, ICT Head.

Agency,
HRD

If HRC does not approve, HRD shall inform
ICT Head.

13

Inform ICT Staff.

Agency,
HRD

HRD will consult MoIC, HRD and request
replacement, if needed.

Agency, ICT Based on Step 12, ICT Head shall inform staff.
Head
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Documents

13. Leave: Bereavement, Casual, Earned, Maternity, Medical & Paternity
a. Process Flow
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b. Process Description
Steps

Step Name

Start
Date

Responsible
Detailed Process Description
Party
Staff
Staff shall put leave application to ICT Head.

1

Apply for leave.

2

Approve.

Agency, ICT Review and approve. If no, go to Step 5.
Head

3

Issue Order.

Agency, ICT Issue order with copy to Agency, HRD.
Head

4

Keep record.

5

Inform Staff.

Agency,
HRD

HRD shall keep record for future reference.

Agency, ICT If leave is not approved, ICT Head shall inform
Head
staff.
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Controls
&Templates
Details&
documents.
Details &
documents.

14. Study Leave
a. Process Flow
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b. Process Description
Steps

Step Name

Start
Date

Responsible Detailed Process Description
Party
Staff
Staff shall apply for Study Leave to ICT Head
with all relevant documents.

1

Apply for Study Leave.

2

Review and Recommend.

3

Review and Recommend.

4

Review and Recommend.

5

Approve.

RCSC

6

Issue Letter of Award.

RCSC

ICT head shall review request and recommend
to HRD.
HRD shall review proposal and likewise
recommend to HRC. If no, go to Step 17.
On recommendation from agency HRD, MoIC
HRD shall review and further recommend to
RCSC. If no, go to Step 16.
RCSC shall either approve or regret. If no, go
to Step 15.
If approved, RCSC shall issue Letter of Award.

7

Conduct Pre-departure Briefing
(PDB).
Update CSIS.
Administer Training.

RCSC

RCSC shall conduct PDB.

8
9

Agency, ICT
Head
Agency,
HRD
MoIC, HRD

RCSC
Agency,
HRD

RCSC shall update CSIS (undergoing).
HRD shall administer training; it shall entail,
amongst others but not necessarily, travel and
financial arrangements etc.
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Controls
&Templates
1. Security
Clearance
(Application #).
2. Audit
Clearance.
3. Training
Nomination
Form (BCSR
Annexure 9/2
(HR – 10) & 9/4
(HR – 11).
4. Other
Documents as
per BCSR.

HR – 12: BCSR
Annexure 9/5

Steps

Step Name

Start
Date

Responsible Detailed Process Description
Party
ICT Staff
Staff shall attend training as per Letter of
Award.
ICT Staff
Staff shall submit training report to Agency,
HRD.

10

Attend Training.

11

Submit Training Report.

12

Submit Training Report.

Agency,
HRD

Agency, HRD shall submit training report to
MoIC, HRD.

13

Submit Training Report.

MoIC, HRD

MoIC, HRD shall submit training report to
RCSC.

14
15

RCSC
RCSC

16

Update CSIS.
Issue Regret Letter to MoIC,
HRD.
Inform Agency, HRD.

17

Inform Agency, ICT Head.

18

Inform Agency, ICT Staff.

RCSC shall update CSIS (completed etc).
RCSC shall issue regret letter if Study Leave is
not approved.
MoIC, HRD Based on Step 15, HRD shall inform Agency,
HRD.
Agency,
Based on Step 16, HRD shall inform Agency,
HRD
ICT Head.
Agency, ICT Based on Step 17, ICT Head shall inform Staff.
Head
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Controls
&Templates

BCSR Annexure:
9/13 (HR -7) &
9/14 (HR -8).
BCSR Annexure:
9/13 (HR -7) &
9/14 (HR -8).
BCSR Annexure:
9/13 (HR -7) &
9/14 (HR -8).

15. Administrative Discipline
a. Process Flow
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b. Process Description
Steps

Step Name

Start
Date

Responsible
Detailed Process Description
Party
Agency,
HRD shall submit case to HRC for taking
HRD
decision.

1

Put up Case.

2

Determine whether penalty is
major or not.

Agency,
HRC

If the staff charged is not guilty, the process
ends. If the staff is guilty, the Agency HRC will
determine whether the penalty is major or not.

3

Impose minor Penalty for all
position levels.

Agency,
HRC

If HRC finds that the penalty is minor, it shall
impose minor penalty for all position levels.

4

Issue Order.

Agency,
HRD

Issue order with copy to MoIC, HRD and
RCSC and keep record for reference.

5

Put up case to RCSC.

Agency,
HRC

6

Impose Major Penalty for EX1 –
EX3 / ES1 – ES3.

RCSC

If the agency HRC finds that the penalty is
major and the position level of the staff
charged is EX1 – EX3 / ES1 – ES3, the
Agency HRC forwards the case to RCSC
RCSC imposes major penalty on the guilty
staff.

7

Issue order with copy to
Agency and MoIC HRD.

RCSC

RCSC issues order with copy to Agency and
MoIC HRD.
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16. Separation
a. Process Flow
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b. Process Description
Steps

Step Name

Start
Date

Responsible
Detailed Process Description
Party
Agency,
HRD shall submit case to HRC for taking
HRD
decision.

1

Put up Case.

2

Approve.

Agency,
HRC

If HRC approves separation, go to Step 3.
If no, go to Step 5

3

Issue Order.

Agency,
HRD

HRD shall issue order with copy to RCSC and
MoIC, HRD.

4

Update CSIS.

Agency,
HRD

HRD shall update CSIS.

5

Inform Staff with copy to ICT
Head.

Agency,
HRD

If separation is not approved, HRD shall inform
staff with copy to ICT Head.
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Section I
1. Current situation
There is generally no consistent practice in the way ICT projects are being managed today.
Reason being that the project teams are working mostly in silos and there is no central body to
define standard process and practices for the management of ICT projects. As a result, the quality
of project delivery is impacted adversely.
Likewise, there is little emphasis placed on the development of ICT plans at the Ministry and
Agency level. This is because ICT is generally not recognized as an important tool that could help
achieve the goals of the Ministry / Agency and are therefore seen as low priority. This is
exacerbated by the fact that ICT professionals are too involved in operational work, and as such
they lack capability and opportunities to strategize and plan for ICT initiatives that can help their
agency realize their goals.
Similarly, the whole of government (WOG) plans and programmes also lack consolidation and
alignment that could otherwise help save resources and optimize ICT investments during the
implementation of the WOG plans and programmes.
With consolidated plans and programmes across whole of government (WOG), we can also
prevent redundancies and save resources. We can also determine the human resource
requirement to carry out the proposed activities within the plan.

2. Areas to be covered in professionalizing ICT management practices
In order to professionalize the way we carry out ICT development activities, it is important to
standardize ICT management practices. A standard ICT planning process will help agencies to
strategically plan programmes and projects, and make best use of ICT tools to realize the goals of
the Ministries and Agencies.
Under the ICT Management System, the following ICT management processes are covered:
1.
Five Year Planning;
2.
Annual Work Planning;
3.
Helpdesk Management
4.
Infrastructure and Facility Management;
5.
Problem Management;
6.
Communications Planning and Management;
7.
System Change Management;
8.
Project Management;
9.
Inspection & User Acceptance Testing;
10. Systems Analysis and Design; and
11. ICT Procurement
The two planning processes are deemed to be very important as the timing is just right for the
Ministries and Agencies to undertake the ICT planning in the coming year.
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As for the rest of the ICT management processes, MoIC plans to tap on the collective experience
and expertise of the ICT professionals in RGoB to co-create these processes in the coming years.
Five-Year Planning process
This process is in line with the standard five year planning process of GNHC. The only addition is
the role of the parent agency. In this process the stakeholders involved, namely GNHC, MoIC,
Agency and Agency ICT unit, will have clearly defined roles.
As a leading agency on ICT, MoIC will help determine the Sector Key Result Areas to achieve the
overall five-year plans of the government. The role of MoIC also includes issuing ICT advisory to all
agencies and reviewing the ICT plans and programmes submitted by the Agencies’ ICT units, to
check for redundancies and also to determine HR requirement. ICT advisory will contain details on
the important ICT initiatives within the government. An important aspect of the process is that the
Agencies’ ICT units will communicate directly with DITT so as to prevent extra administrative
burden on the agency.
This standard process will help align the agency specific plans and programmes to the WOG plans
and programmes.
Annual Work Planning process
The annual work planning process will contain specific details on the activities to be carried out in
one particular year. Here the activities will be a part of the five year plans and programmes.
Therefore, through this process we can ensure that the annual plans are aligned with the five-year
plans and programmes.
One of the most important components of the annual work planning process is the review of the
plans carried out by DITT. The review will be carried out, firstly to make sure that the plans and
programmes that are targeted within the yearly work plan are aligned with the five-year plans and
programmes. They will also be checked for redundancy and human resource requirement.
DITT will maintain direct communication with the Agency ICT units in order to minimize the
administrative burden on the agencies. A standard template will be used by the Agency ICT units
to include details on the programmes and projects, including details on budget, HR requirements,
and the start and end of the project.
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Section II - ICT Management Process

4

1. Five Year Planning
a. Process Flow
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b. Process Description
Step
s

1.

2.

Step Name

Start Date

Responsibl
e Party

Detailed Process Description

2nd week of
October (of
the 4th
financial
year of the
present
/current
FYP)

GNHC

GNHC will consult with
agencies to determine the
Sectoral Key result areas
(SKRAs), key performance
indicators, strategies, planning
and resource allocation
framework.
[Note: Many bilateral
consultations/meetings and
discussions with the sectors
and sharing of the FYP
strategic framework drafted by
GNHC for review, including the
initial brainstorming session
with the PPDs/Planning
Officers on the overall key
challenges faced, preliminary
objective & priorities for the
Five Year Plan (FYP), would
be carried out to result in a
draft of the preliminary
guidelines for the Five Year
Plan.]

Determine SKRAs 2nd week of
(overall ICT goals) November

Agency
(MoIC),
DITT

MoIC will develop the
preliminary SKRAs in
consultation with DITT on the
ICT sector.

Start consultation
process with
agencies

[Note: MoIC will consult with
DITT to get recommendations
on the overall ICT goals and
objectives aligning with the ICT
vision and objectives of the
government.]
3.

Send inputs on
SKRAs to GNHC

4th week of
November

Agency
(MoIC)

The inputs on SKRAs and the
overall ICT goals will be sent to
GNHC to be incorporated as
the preliminary SKRAs for the
ICT sector in the FYP
preparation guidelines
document.
[Note: There may be several
rounds of discussions between
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Controls
&
Template
s

Step
s

Step Name

Start Date

Responsibl
e Party

Detailed Process Description

Controls
&
Template
s

MOIC and GNHC before the
agreement is reached.]
Incorporate inputs
for agency &
Issue FYP
guidelines to all
agencies

December,

Prepare ICT
Advisory in line
with GNHC
sectoral plans

April

DITT

6.

Send advisory
F

April

DITT

7.

Activate to start
ICT FYP

May

Agency

Prepare ICT FYP

May

Agency ICT

Agency ICT will prepare ICT
FYP based on the DITT
advisory and agency’s request.

Send draft ICT
FYP to DITT

May

Agency ICT

The ICT FYP will be sent to
DITT for review.

Review (check
for whole of
government
redundancies +
HR requirements)

3rd week of
June

DITT

Upon receiving the agency
specific ICT plans and
programs, DITT will review
them and check if there are
redundancies in the plans and
programs across agencies.
DITT will also review and
determine the HR needs of
each of the agencies.

4.

5.

8.

9.
10.

GNHC

March

GNHC will incorporate the
inputs from agencies and then
GNHC will issue guidelines
that provide a broad policy
framework for the preparation
of the FYP. It will act as a
supporting or guiding
document for agencies to
prepare their FYP goals and
objectives that will help in
achieving the NKRAs.
Based on the guidelines
submitted by GNHC, DITT will
be responsible to prepare an
ICT advisory which will be in
line
with
the
GNHC
government
wide
sectoral
plans.
DITT will send the advisory to
all the
Agencies.
Based on the advisory send by
DITT the agencies will inform
Agency ICT (ICT division/unit)
to prepare the ICT FYP.

If the plans and programmes
are not acceptable then they
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GNHC
FYP
guidelines

DITT
advisory

Step
s

Step Name

Start Date

Responsibl
e Party

Detailed Process Description

will prepare to send feedback,
or if acceptable then DITT will
proceed to approve it.
11.
12.

13.

14.

15.

Send feedback

June

DITT

DITT will send feedback to the
agency secretariat.

Re-draft ICT FYP

July

Agency ICT

According to the feedback
received, the agency ICT will
have to re-draft their plan and
send back the request for
review again to DITT.

Finalize ICT FYP
and submit to
agency for
approval

June

Agency ICT

The accepted plans and
programs will be finalized and
they will be integrated with the
overall FYP of the agency, and
send to their agency
secretariat for approval.

Approve draft ICT
FYP for
submission to
GNHC

July

Agency
Secretariat

The ICT FYP will be reviewed
for approval.

Send to GNHC

August

If the agency has any objection
or issues while reviewing the
draft ICT plan, they will send it
back to Agency ICT who will
re-draft the plan (including
getting agreement from DITT
on the changes made).
Agency
Secretariat

Once the final draft is
approved, the agency
secretariat will submit it to the
GNHC.
[Note: Detailed plans and
programmes will be discussed
over a number of meetings]

16.

Review ICT FYP

AugustOctober

GNHC

GNHC will review the final ICT
five year plan draft and check
the draft to see if the proposed
plans and programs align with
the national goals of the
government. If the plans and
programmes are in alignment
then they will approve it. If not
they will send their feedback to
the agency secretariat to redo
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Step
s

Step Name

Start Date

Responsibl
e Party

Detailed Process Description

the plan.
17.

18.

Send review for
re-drafting ICT
FYP

AugustDecember

Agency
Secretariat

The agency secretariat will be
responsible for instructing the
agency ICT to re-draft the ICT
FYP draft according to the
feedback received from GNHC.

Finalize agency
submission of ICT
FYP

October-

GNHC

The first draft Plan finalized.
[Note: The agency’s ICT FYP
should form part of the overall
FYP that agency submits to
GNHC.

December

The implementation of the FYP
will start on July of the start of
the first financial year of the
FYP, after presenting the draft
FYP to the parliament for
approval around June. A series
of presentations/consultations
with the newly elected
government will precede the
presentation in the parliament.]
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2. Annual Work Planning
a. Process Flow
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b. Process Description
Steps
1.

2.

3.

Step Name

Start Date

Responsible
Party

Activate to start ICT
Annual work plan

NovemberDecember
(of the
Agency
current
Secretariat
financial
year)

Receive instruction
to start ICT Annual
Work plan

NovemberDecember Agency ICT
Head

Draft and prepare
ICT Annual Work
plan

December

Agency ICT
Head, ICT
staff

4.

5.

F

Review program
redundancy and HR
requirement

3rd week of
December

Provide feedback
and guidance

3rd week of
December

DITT

DITT

6.

Receive inputs and
Re-Draft ICT Annual

4th week of
December

Agency ICT
Head, ICT
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Detailed Process
Description
Agency will initiate
annual work plan for the
upcoming/next financial
year.

Controls &
Templates

[Note: Annual work plan
for ICT must be
included in the overall
yearly work plan of the
whole agency.]
ICT heads in agencies
will receive instructions
for upcoming annual
work plan.
Agency ICT heads
along with ICT staff will
use the instructions
received from their
agency to plan their
annual work plan
(including budget and
resource planning).
Their plan will be guided
by their FYP and DITT
advisory.
[Note: Comply with
standard work plan
template]
Work plan will be sent to
DITT for review.
DITT will look at the
programs in the plans,
whether there are
redundancies that may
be avoided. HR needs
will also be noted for
deployment.
Those plans that are not
fit for final submission
will be sent back to the
ICT heads for reexamination and
subsequent follow-up.
Incorporate feedback
and guidance received
from DITT to re-draft the

GNHC FYP
work plan ,
DITT
advisory,
Standard
annual
work plan
template

Steps

Step Name

Start Date

Responsible
Detailed Process
Party
Description
staff
work plan.

1st week of
January

Plans that cleared
DITT’s review will be
submitted to the
respective agency for
review.

Work plan
7.

Submit ICT Annual
Work plan

ICT Head

[Note: Agency may
have to follow agency
template if need be
(agency may require
different submission
format).]
8.

Conduct ICT Annual
Work plan review
session

January
Agency
Secretariat

Upon receiving the
specific plans for ICT,
agency concerned will
review all plans and
decide on approval.
Unapproved plans will
be sent back to DITT for
further review and
discussions.

9.

Finalize ICT Annual
Work plan

JanuaryFebruary

Agency
Secretariat
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All plans and
programmes that are
deemed acceptable will
be finalized and will be
notified of outcome.

Controls &
Templates

3. Help Desk Management Process
a. Process Flow
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b. Process Description
Steps Step Name

Start Responsible
Date Party

Detailed Process Description

Control &
Templates
ICT Portal

1

Refer ICT
Portal

Agency User

Agency user will refer ICT portal to see if the
problem and its solution has been documented
there or not

2

Request
Agency ICT
Services

Agency User

The user requests agency ICT Services giving
details of the services required. All agency users
will be provided with a help desk phone number to
contact the agency ICT services effectively. At the
ICT services an ICT professional will be
designated as the agency level point of contact.

3

Review
Request

Agency ICT Head Agency ICT Head / ICT Staff receive detail of the
/ ICT Staff
services required and review the request

4

Find
solution and
Refer ICT
Portal

Agency ICT Head Agency ICT Head / ICT staff look for solutions and
/ ICT Staff
also refer ICT portal

5

Request
DITT

Agency ICT Head If agency ICT services can not find a solution, the
ICT Head requests DITT Pool of Experts for
solution giving details of the problem and the
solutions/services required. ICT services in all the
Ministries and agencies will be provided with a
help desk phone number to contact DITT
effectively. At the DITT, an ICT professional will be
designated as the DITT level point of contact.

6

Review
Request

DITT

Pool of Experts at DITT receives detail of the
services/solutions required by the agency and
reviews the request.

Pool of
Experts

7

Find
Solution and
Refer ICT
Portal

DITT

Pool of Experts look for solutions and also refer
ICT portal

Pool of
Experts

8

Outsource

DITT

If the solution to the problem is beyond the
capabilities of Pool of Experts, DITT will outsource
the work to external consultants
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ICT Portal

9

Update ICT
Portal

ICT Head / ICT
Staff at Agency
and Pool of
Experts at DITT

The ICT Head / staff at the agency and Pool of
ICT Portal
Experts at DITT updates the ICT portal
documenting the particular problem and its solution
for future reference by all ICT professionals

10

Provide
Solution

DITT/ Agency
ICT Head

Whenever the solution is found, the process will
end after providing the solution, feedback and
guidance to the agency user who requested the
help initially

c. Terminology
1. Agency User: All the users of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) services
at Ministries and agencies.
2. Agency ICT Head: The Head of ICT services at Ministries and agencies
3. Agency ICT Staff: various ICT officers, assistant ICT officers and ICT associates working at
the ICT services within a Ministry or agency
4. DITT: Department of Information Technology and Telecom
5. Pool of Experts: A group of technically qualified professionals in a specific area. They
provide solutions and advice on their respective field. Example: Infocomm Security Experts
pool.
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Section I
1. Current situation
Communications play a vital role in ensuring that work carried out by various parts of the
organization can be better coordinated and aligned. It essentially provides a platform to
facilitate information sharing and discussion forums for providing technical solutions and
problem solving.
At the moment, MoIC does not have a comprehensive set of communications forum to share
ICT-related information to both the ICT professionals and to the RGoB leadership. The
availability of a comprehensive set of communications forum will provide the RGoB
leadership with greater visibility of what ICT can do for the Government and for MoIC to seek
leadership support for ICT initiatives. It will also facilitate ICT professionals to work together
in closer collaboration, ensure standard practices, and reduce redundancy and thereby
optimize resource utilizations.

2. Communications forums to be covered
The communications forums have two groups of target audience: ICT professionals and
RGoB leadership.
Under the ICT Management System, the following communications forums are covered:
For ICT Professionals
1.
ICT Conference;
2.
ICT Head Meeting;
3.
DITT-level Orientation; and
4.
Technical Discussions.
For RGoB Leadership
5. Committee of Secretaries (COS) Meeting;
6. Dzongdags’ Conference; and
7. Senior User Management Meeting.
For both
8. Portal
ICT Conference:
The ICT Conference is an important event planned to be organized annually to address the
whole of ICT professionals. The objective of this conference is:
 Keeping staff informed and in touch; and
 Acknowledging achievements.
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In order to meet the objective of this forum, various agenda items have been proposed as
indicated below:
 Review past achievement;
 Current status/challenges;
 Looking forward;
 HR and organizational matters; and
 Networking.
ICT Head Meeting:
ICT Head meeting is proposed for Agency ICT Heads only. This meeting is to be organized
once every two to three months1. The frequent meeting for ICT Heads is important to keep
them onboard with the following aims and objectives:
 Achievement of ICT Alignment government-wide;
 Ensure uniform ICT development and implementation; in all government agencies;
 Ensure standard practices are followed;
 Resolve challenges; and
 Identify opportunities.
MoIC-Level Orientation:
Existing practice does not address in providing orientation or induction programmes to
recruits. Orientation program is important for recruits to understand on the strategic ICT
planning, policies and programmes as well as projects and activities being implemented
across the agencies. The orientation program also facilitates recruits to clearly understand
their roles and responsibilities and prepare them for the job.
Technical Meetings:
The objective of these technical meetings are for the expert groups to provide solutions to
common problems faced by Agency ICT divisions and to develop and maintain ICT policies
and standard ICT practices/processes eg. project management, infocomm security, helpdesk
management. These meetings will take place on a need basis, and agenda of these meeting
determined by the expert groups themselves. Members of these expert groups are identified
based on their areas of expertise and experience.
Briefing to Committee of Secretaries (COS) and at Dzongdags’ Conference:
The briefing to COS should be planned on a need basis, and initiated by DITT divisions.
Similarly, briefing to Dzongdags can be included as part of the Dzongdags Annual
Conference organized by Department of Local Government (DLG), MoHCA in Thimphu.

1

It is important to note that the initial meetings scheduled for January, March and May 2013 shall be held at
Thimphu for all ICT Heads including those in the Dzongkhags with their physical presence at the MoIC conference
hall. From August 2013 the ICT Head meetings for all ICT Heads within Thimphu shall be held at the MoIC
conference hall with their physical presence, while the Dzongkhags ICT Heads shall participate through video
conference.
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The objective of these briefings to COS and Dzongdags is to keep RGoB leadership updated
on overall ICT developments and initiatives, both in Bhutan and outside, as well as eGov
trends e.g. Open data, new technologies such as business analysis and social media.
Senior User Management Meeting:
Senior user management meeting is a bilateral meeting aimed at briefing leadership on their
sector specific areas and inform them on the overall aspects of strategic ICT policies,
planning and development. One aspect of this meeting is to take their feedback on the
progress being made in ICT in their organization in the past year and to plan for ICT projects
in the coming years.
ICT Portal:
For the ICT professionals, the portal could provide a rich source of information that could
help them with their work. A database that captures suggested solutions to problems faced
by ICT professionals, contact information of all ICT professionals (including those in the
expert pool), and provision of online discussion forums are all examples of features that can
be provided in the portal.
For the leadership, the portal could provide ICT-related information that might have positive
impact to the sectors that the RGoB leadership are responsible for.
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Section II

5

1. ICT Conference

a. Forum Description
Name of Forum

ICT Conference

Objectives of
Forum

1. Keeping staff informed and in touch
2. Acknowledging achievements

Possible agenda
items

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Date

September

Chair

Secretary, MoIC

Target Audience

All ICT professionals

Frequency

Annually or Bi-Annually (depending on budget)

Duration

1 to 2 day (depending on budget)

Organiser

DITT ICT Management Div

Review past achievement
Current status/challenges
Looking ahead
HR and organisational matters
Networking
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b. Process Flow

c. Process Description
Steps

Step Name

1
Prepare agenda,
budget and assign
responsibility
2

3

4
5

Clear agenda &
budget
Seek approval
from Secretary
Approve agenda
Start preparation

Start
Date

Responsible
Party

Detailed Process
Description
ICT Management Div shall
initiate process by preparing
ICT
agenda and budget for ICT
Management
conference. Also, assign
Div
work/responsibility to
individuals/divisions.
Director shall review and
DITT Dir
recommend agenda and
budget.
ICT
ICT Management Div shall
Management
seek approval of Secretary.
Div
MoIC
Secretary shall approve
Secretary
agenda and budget.
ICT
Discuss agenda with
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Controls
&Templates

C–1

C–6

Steps

Step Name
(Inform presenter,
logistics and book
venue etc.)

6

7

Send invitation
letter to Agency
head and copy to
agency ICT head
Receive copy of
invitation

8
Receive Invitation

9

10

11
12
13
14

Send nomination
letter with copy to
agency ICT head
Receive copy of
nomination
Receive
nomination letter
Update
participants list
Conduct
Conference
Get feedback &
fine-tune process

Start
Date

Responsible
Detailed Process
Party
Description
Management resource person. Confirm
Div
Chief guest, venue,
logistics, chadi, MC,
protocol etc.
Send invitation letter with
ICT
agenda, objective, date and
Management venue to Agency Head with
Div
copy to agency ICT head for
information
ICT head shall receive a
Agency ICT
copy of invitation letter for
Head
ICT conference.
Receive invitation letter with
agenda, objective, date and
Agency
venue to relieve the ICT
Head
professionals for the
conference.
Agency head shall send
Agency
nomination to DITT ICT
Head
Management Div with a
copy to agency ICT head.
Receive copy of nomination
Agency ICT
from agency head to attend
Head
ICT conference.
ICT
Receive nomination letter
Management from agency head.
ICT
Update participants list.
Management
ICT
As per agenda.
Management
Get feedback from the
ICT
participants and finetune, if
Management
any.
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C–2

C–3

2. ICT Head Meeting
a. Forum Description
Name of Forum

ICT Head Meeting

Objectives of Forum

1. Achieve alignment of government-wide ICT initiatives
2. Ensure uniform ICT development and implementation in
all government agencies
3. Ensure standard practices are followed
4. Build teamwork
5. Resolve challenges
6. Identify ICT opportunities

Possible agenda
items

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Chair

DITT Director

Target Audience

Agency ICT Heads, Dzongkhag ICT Heads (via video
conference) and DITT Chiefs

Frequency

Quarterly

Duration

0.5 day to 1 day

Organiser

DITT ICT Management

Issues and challenges
Sharing of knowledge and best practices
Status update
Policy feedback to DITT
Information sharing by DITT Divisions
Identify and discuss ICT opportunities
Teambuilding activities
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b. Process Flow

c. Process Description
Steps Step Name

Start
Date

Responsible
Party
ICT
Management

1

Prepare agenda,
budget & assign
responsibility

2

Approve agenda &
budget

DITT Dir

3

Inform presenter
and book venue

ICT
Management

4

Send letter/mail to

ICT

10

Detailed Process
Description
ICT Management shall
initiate process by
preparing agenda & budget
for ICT Heads Meeting;
and assign responsibilities
to individuals. (Dzongkhags
ICT Head to attend via
Video Conference).
Director shall review and
approve agenda and
budget.
Discuss agenda/ contents
with resource person.
Confirm venue.
Send letter/email to agency

Controls
&Templates
C–4

C–5

Agency ICT head.
5

Receive
letter/email

6

Send nomination to
DITT
Update participants
list
a) Attend Meeting
b) Organize
Meeting
c) Chair Meeting

7
8

9

Brief ICT staff
about meeting

10

Record minutes

11

Clear minutes

12

Send minutes to
ICT head
Receive Minutes

13

Management

ICT head with agenda,
date and venue.
Agency ICT
Receive letter/email from
Head
DITT ICT Management for
ICT head meeting with
agenda, date and venue.
Agency ICT
Send nomination to DITT
Head
ICT Management Div
ICT
Update ICT Heads’ names
Management to participants list.
a) Agency
All agency ICT heads
ICT Head
within Thimphu shall attend
b) ICT
meeting in person.
Management) Dzongkhag ICT heads
c) DITT Dir
shall attend meeting
through Video conference.
Agency ICT
Respective agency ICT
Head
head shall brief their staff
on outcome of meeting.
ICT
ICT Management shall
Management capture and record
discussions and outcomes
of meeting.
DITT Dir
Director shall clear
minutes.
ICT
Minutes will be circulated to
Management agency ICT heads.
Agency ICT
Receive Minutes of
Head
meeting.
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3. ORIENTATION: At MoIC-level
a. Forum Description
Name of Forum

ORIENTATION: At MoIC-level

Objectives of Forum

Prepare recruits to take on their duties effectively

Possible agenda items

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Opening remarks by Secretary
HR systems & processes
HR matters eg. ICT Management system
Briefing on ICT projects, policies & programmes
References & guidelines on ICT standards
Attachment in each division (division projects)
Internal tour(servers, data centers, T-WAN,
ThimphuDzongkhag)

Date

Every January (P-level staff) & Every July (for S-level
staff)

Chair

Secretary, MoIC

Target Audience

ICT Professionals (Pre-service)

Frequency

Half-yearly

Duration

1 week

Organiser

DITT and MoIC, HRD
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b. Process Flow

c. Process Description
Steps
1
2
3

Step Name

Start
Date

Responsible
Party

Detailed Process Description
RCSC recruits candidates and
send to MoIC HRD.
MoIC HRD shall receive recruits
from RCSC.

Send recruits

RCSC

Receive recruits

MoIC HRD

Follow agenda
and conduct
orientation

MoIC
HRD

Follow agenda and conduct
briefing to new recruits

MoIC
Secretary

Opening remarks by MoIC
Secretary.
Possible agenda:
- Importance of Government
Policies and priorities
- ICT projects and programmers
- Critical role of the ICT
professionals

4

Give opening
remarks
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5
MoIC HRD

Conduct briefing on :
ICT Management system, ICT
Projects & policies, Roles &
responsibilities, HR system etc.

MoIC HRD

Send recruits to DITT divisions.

DITT
(Divisions)

Each division shall attach
recruits and familiarize them on
division’s activities.

Send recruits to
Agency

MoIC HRD

MoIC HRD shall send recruits to
their respective agency after
completing their
orientation/attachment.

Receive recruit
and send
recruits to
Agency ICT

Agency
HRD

Agency HRD shall receive
recruits.

Brief recruits
6
7

Send recruits to
divisions
Familiarize
recruits with
Division’s
activities

8

9

10

11

Report to ICT

Agency ICT

Conduct
Agency-level
orientation

Agency ICT
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Recruits shall report to agency
ICT for orientation and
familiarization on agency
activities.
Agency ICT shall provide
orientation to recruits on agency
activities.

4. ICT Technical Meetings
a. Forum Description
Name of Forum

ICT Technical Meetings

Objectives of Forum

1. Provide solutions to common problems faced by agency
ICT divisions
2. Develop and maintain ICT policies and standard ICT
practices/processes eg. PM, security, Helpdesk.

Possible agenda
items

1. Discuss issues and develop solutions
2. Develop and enhance policies and standard ICT
management practices / processes

Chair

Leader of Discussion Group

Representatives

Members of Discussion Group

Frequency

Need basis

Duration

½ to 1 day

Organiser

Discussion group
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b. Process Flow

c. Process Description
Steps
1

Step Name
Request for
discussion with
agenda

2
Clear agenda and
budget
3

Inform members
for discussion

4
Receive letter and
inform agency ICT

Start
Date

Responsible Detailed Process Description
Party
Discussion
Group leader will prepare
Group leader agenda for discussion
received either from (1) ICT
Head Meeting or (2) Agency
ICT.
ICT
ICT Managementision head
Management shall review agenda and
Head
budget and then endorse it
for discussion.
Discussion
Group Leader shall inform
Group
members regarding the
Leader
discussion.
Discussion
Group members will receive
Group
letters about discussion
members
along with agenda, time and
venue.
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5

Discussion and
solutions

6
Document
discussion and
solutions

7

Inform ICT
Management
Head

8
Receive update

a)
Discussion
Group
members
b)
Discussion
Group
Leader
a)
Discussion
Group
members
b)
Discussion
Group
Leader
Discussion
Group
Leader

Discussion will be held and
solutions obtained.

Outcome of discussions will
be recorded and documented
by a member appointed by
Discussion Group leader.

Outcome and solutions of
the discussion shall be sent
to ICT Managementision
head for information.
ICT
ICT Management. shall
Management receive updates from ICT
discussion and if required to
put it up for ICT Heads
Meeting.
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5. Briefing to COS
a. Forum Description
Name of Forum

Briefing to COS

Objectives of Forum

Update COS on overall ICT developments and initiatives in RGoB

1. Update on ICT developments both in Bhutan and around the
Possible agenda
items

world
2. Could be in areas of eGov trends eg. open data, technologies
eg social media, and ICT organizational policies and practices
eg Public-Private Partnership

Presenter

DITT

Chair

COS Chairman

Target Audience

Secretaries of all 10 Ministries

Frequency

Need basis

Duration

1 hr (max)

Organiser

COS Secretariat

b. Process Flow
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c. Process Description
Steps

Step Name

Start
Date

1

Prepare agenda
draft letter

2

Recommend agenda
& letter
Approve agenda

3

&

Responsible
Party
DITT
(Any Div)
DITT Dir
MoIC
Secretary
MoIC
Secretary

4

Send letter to COS
Secretariat

5

Receive request

COS
Secretariat

6

Send reply

7

Receive reply and
inform DITT Div
Get information from
Secretary

COS
Secretariat
MoIC
Secretary
DITT
(Any Div)

8

9

Prepare materials

10

Prepare presentation
material
to
brief
Secretary & Director
Review and comment
on the presentation
materials

11

12
Update presentation
13

Conduct briefing

14

Follow up on action
item, if any

DITT
(Any Div)
DITT
(Any Div)
a)DITT Dir
b)MoIC
Secretary
DITT
(Any Div)

DITT
(Any Div)
DITT
(Any Div)
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Detailed Process Description
Agenda for briefing to COS
can be initiated by any division
of DITT
Director shall study agenda
and recommend.
Secretary
shall
approve
agenda and letter.
Secretary shall send letter to
COS secretariat for including
agenda with copy to DITT
Director and Div concerned.
Secretariat shall receive letter
from MoIC Secretary for
inclusion of agenda.
Secretariat shall reply to MoIC
Secretary.
Receive reply from COS
Secretariat.
DITT Div shall get information
about the date of their agenda
included for briefing to COS.
Division
concerned
shall
prepare materials.
Division concerned shall brief
Secretary and Director on
agenda.
Director and Secretary shall
review agenda and make
changes, if required.
Respective
Division
shall
update
presentation
after
review
by
Director
and
Secretary.
Respective
Division
shall
conduct briefing.
After briefing COS, division
concerned shall follow-up on
action items, if any.

Controls
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6. Briefing at Dzongdag Conference
a. Forum Description
Name of Forum

Briefing at Dzongdag Conference

1. Update Dzongdags on overall ICT developments and
Objectives of Forum

initiatives in RGoB

2. Obtain feedback on ICT matters and discuss potential ICT
initiatives with Dzongdags

1. Update on ICT developments both in Bhutan and around the
Possible agenda
items

Presenter

world
2. Could be in areas of eGov trends eg. open data, technologies
eg social media, and ICT organizational policies and practices
eg Public-Private Partnership
3. Discuss potential ICT initiatives for Dzongkhags for coming
year
4. Obtain feedback & suggestions
DITT

Chair
Target Audience

All 20 Dzongdags

Frequency

Annually

Duration

1 hr (max)

Organiser

Department of Local Government, MoHCA
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b. Process Flow

c. Process Description
Steps

Step Name

Start
Date

1

Prepare agenda &
draft letter

Responsible
Party
ICT
Management

2

Clear agenda & letter

DITT Dir

3

Approve agenda

4

Send letter to DLG,
MoHCA

MoIC
Secretary
ICT
Management

5

Receive letter

DLG,
MoHCA

6

Send reply

DLG,
MoHCA

7

Receive reply

ICT
Management
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Detailed Process Description
Agenda for briefing to
Dzongdags shall be initiated
by ICT Management.
Director review and
recommend agenda and letter.
Secretary shall approve
agenda
Send letter to DLG, MoHCA
requesting for briefing to
Dzongdags during their Annual
Dzongdags’ Conference.
DLG shall receive letter from
DITT for inclusion of agenda
in Dzongdags’ conference.
DLG will send reply to DITT
(ICT Management) mentioning
date and time of their briefing
to Dzongdags.
Receive reply from DLG

Controls
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8

Prepare presentation
to brief Secretary &
Director

ICT
Management

9

Review presentation

10

Update presentation

a) DITT Dir
b) MoIC
Secretary
ICT
Management

11

Conduct briefing

ICT
Management

12

Follow-up on action
item

ICT
Management
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ICT Management. shall
prepare presentation and
present to Director and
Secretary on the agenda.
Director and Secretary shall
review agenda and make
necessary comments.
ICT Management. shall update
presentation after review by
Director and Secretary.
ICT Management. shall
conduct briefing/make
presentation.
After briefing Dzongdags, ICT
Management. is shall follow-up
on action item, if any.

7. Senior User Management Meeting (Bilateral)
a. Forum Description
Name of Forum

Senior User Management Meeting (Bilateral)

1. Update on ICT developments and sector specific , trends and
Objectives of Forum

eGov

2. Identify potential ICT initiatives with agency
3. Obtain feedback on ICT matters from agencies

Possible agenda
items

1. Provide updates on ICT developments
2. Discuss potential ICT initiatives with agency for coming year
3. Obtain feedback & suggestions

Presenter

DITT

Chair

DITT Director

Target Audience

Head of agencies: Secretary, JS, Director, DGs.

Frequency

Annually

Duration

2 hr (max)

b. Process Flow
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c. Process Description
Steps

Step Name

1

Prepare Sector
specific Agenda &
assign responsibility

2
3

Review and
recommend agenda
Approve agenda

4

Inform agency

5

Receive letter

6

Send Reply

7

Receive reply

8

Conduct bilateral
Meeting

9

Follow up on action
item, if any

Start
Date

Responsible
Party
ICT
Management

DITT Dir
MoIC
Secretary
ICT
Management
Agency
Head
Agency
Head

ICT
Management
a) Agency
Head
b) ICT
Management
ICT
Management
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Detailed Process Description
ICT Management shall initiate
process by preparing sector
specific agenda for bilateral
meeting and also specify
responsibilities of agency.
Director shall review and
recommend agenda.
Secretary shall review and
approve agenda.
Inform agency and get time
and venue fixed.
Receive letter from DITT ICT
Management.
Agency head to send reply
with timing and additional
comments or agenda to be
included.
Receive reply from the agency
head
Meeting shall be held at
Agency’s office as per agenda.

DITT ICT Management shall
follow-up on the action item, if
any.
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PART X – ACRONYMS
AFD – Administration and Finance Division
APT – Asia Pacific Telecommunity
BC – Business Continuity
BCSR – Bhutan Civil Service Rules & Regulations
COS – Committee of Secretaries
CSIS – Civil Service Information System
DITT – Department of Information Technology & Telecom
DRP – Disaster Recovery Plan
FY – Five Year
FYP – Five Year Plan
GNHC – Gross National Happiness Commission
GoI – Government of India
HRC – Human Resource Committee
HRD – Human Resource Development, Human Resource Division
ICT – Information and Communications Technology
IDS – Intrusion Detection Systems
IPS – Intrusion Prevention Systems
ITU – International Telecommunication Union
KRAs – Key Result Areas
MoIC – Ministry of Information and Communications
NKRAs – National Key Result Areas
OS – Operating System
PEMS – Public Expenditure Management System
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P-LaMS – Planning and Monitoring System
PPD – Policy & Planning Division
RCSC – Royal Civil Service Commission
RGoB – Royal Government of Bhutan
SKRAs – Sectoral Key Result Areas
TOR – Terms of Reference
UI – User Interface
WOG – Whole of Government
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